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Effect of Hydrated Lime and Cement on the Engineering
Behavior of Highly Expansive Clay
By Fawzi Bouras, Nouffou Tapsoba**, Mylène Martin‡, Serge Sabio,
Alain Jacquet•, Kevin Beck, Naima Belayachi , Marwen Bouasker
& Muzahim Al-Mukhtar
For long decades, soil stabilization has shown to be a sustainable and cost effective
solution for road construction. Soil stabilization consists in improving physical, chemical
and mechanical properties of a soil by mixing it with a well-designed amount of
Hydraulic Road Binder. Hydraulic Road Binders can be defined as customized blend of
clinker, cementitious materials and additions. Lime has been proven to be an efficient
solution entering in the composition of Hydraulic Road Binders when dealing with
highly clayey soils. The objective of this study is to compare and understand the effect of
lime and cement on a highly expansive clayey soil using a comprehensive series of
laboratory tests. The not natural clayey made soil was treated with theoretical dosage
rates of lime and Portland cement (CEM I 52.5 N) in order to study the changes in the
main geotechnical properties and mineralogical composition. Plasticity index,
volumetric swelling and unconfined compressive strength measurements were performed
with different binder’s additions. The experimental results indicate improvement in the
geotechnical properties of the treated clayey soil with the binders used. The lime
addition induces a significant improvement at short terms in soil properties by reducing
plasticity. These improvements can be attributed to the cation exchange and the
flocculation–agglomeration of the clay particles due to the lime addition. However, a
higher increasing of the unconfined compressive strength is noted with cement addition.
The hydration of added cement produced calcium hydrates, which are responsible for
the improvement in the strength properties of the treated soils. Volumetric swelling is
reduced due to the two binder additions. Cation exchange and the development of lime’s
pozzolanic reaction and the hydration of cement participate to reduce the absorption
capacity of clay minerals in the treated soil. Mineralogical tests focused on X-ray
diffraction are also investigated. Results testify changes operated in the treated soils as
they show new reflections with cement and lime treatment corresponding to calcium
aluminate hydrates (CAH) and calcium silicate hydrates (CSH).
Keywords: Cement, Expansive Clay, Hydration, Lime, Soil Treatment.
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Introduction
The purpose of soil treatment is to improve the geotechnical properties of a
soil when it does not achieve, in its natural state, the criteria required in civil
engineering constructions. Expansive soils are a worldwide problem and occur in
various types of climates and locations (Vakili et al. 2013, Ikeagwuani and Nwonu
2019). Clay particles cause volumic changes of expansive soils that can generate
damages when subjected to moisture fluctuations on road infrastructures (AlMhaidib 2006, Khemissa and Mahamedi 2014). The annual cost of damages
induced from these types of soils is estimated to several billions of dollars
worldwide (Jones and Jefferson 2012, Qi and Vanapalli 2015). Various techniques
such as chemical stabilization have been developed in past years to improve their
low geotechnical properties.
In order to improve the rate of reuse of the in situ clayey soils in road
construction, hydraulic road binders containing lime and cement have been
developed across the world. The composition of those hydraulic road binders
depends on their application range and soil’s characteristics. In fact, Lime is a
compound traditionally used to overcome expansive soil’s deficiencies (Al-Rawas
et al. 2005, Ikeagwuani and Nwonu 2019). Generally, small additions of lime in
clayey soils induce improvements in engineering properties through two
geochemical reactions: cation exchange and flocculation at short-term reaction for
soil modification and pozzolanic reaction at long-term reaction for soil
stabilization. However, the mineralogical composition of the soil can affect the
effectiveness of lime and the amount needed can be significant (Lasledj 2009, AlMukhtar et al. 2014). In addition, the pozzolanic reaction takes place over a long
period of time. The strength of lime-treated soils is usually studied for curing
period of 90 days up to 180 days. Baldovino et al. (2019) optimized the evolution
of strength lime stabilized soils with curing time up to 360 days. Therefore, the
slow development of strength properties and the insufficient bearing capacity in
some applications can be an impediment to its use.
Cement based solutions are commonly used in soil treatment and induces
improvements in the geotechnical properties of the treated soil, particularly to
enhance strength and bearing capacity to avoid the settlement of soft soil or to
reduce swelling of expansive soils (Bagarre 1990, Joel and Agbede 2010, Sasanian
and Newson 2014, Mengue et al. 2017). However, cement can produce expansive
mineral such as ettringite and induce volume instability over time (VerásteguiFlores and Di Emidio 2014). In addition, better improvements of the mechanical
properties of expansive clay were obtained with lime-cement mixture treatment
(Khemissa and Mahamedi 2014). Other additives such as pozzolan and silica fume
can also be used to optimize the amount of cement addition, cost, curing time and
improve engineering properties (Goodarzi and Salimi 2015, Vakili et al. 2013,
Kalkan 2011). Moreover, in recent years, researchers are taking interests on
application of industrial waste by-products in combination with lime and cement
stabilizers including coal waste (Modarres and Nosoudy 2015), fly ash and
bagasse ash (Sumesh and al. 2010, Dang et al. 2015, Dang et al. 2016b), bagasse
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fibres (Dang et al. 2016a) to improve the soils properties and reduce environmental
problems due to waste deposing (Ikeagwuani and Nwonu 2019).
The aim of the experimental work presented in this paper is to evaluate
individually the effectiveness of lime and cement additions on the engineering
behavior (plasticity, swelling pressure and unconfined compressive strength) of a
not natural made and highly expansive clayey soil. Dosage rates used in this study
are theoretical and do not represent real context. The binder-clay reactions are
studied by following the development and progression of lime’s pozzolanic
reaction and cement hydration with curing time and various amounts of binder
additions using X-ray diffraction.

Materials and Methods
Clay Soil
The soil used in this study is a clayey soil presenting a high plasticity index
(PI = 266%) and commercially called Impersol. It is supplied by “Société
Française des Bentonite et Dérivés” and commonly used to seal the bottom of the
basins thanks to its high plasticity and significant swelling. Table 1 presents the
Impersol’s chemical composition and shows that Na+ ions are the exchangeable
cation with 2.26% of Na2O. This content can explain the ability of Impersol to
absorb water (Lasledj and Al-Mukhtar 2008).
The mineralogical composition of Impersol is given in Table 2. It is
composed of smectite (48%), kaolinite (38%) and non-clay-minerals (14%) (AlMukhtar et al. 2010). The choice of this soil for this study is motivated by the fact
that this “not natural made soil” presents a high content of clay minerals (86%)
and particularly an expansive clay (smectite) that allows to better understand the
clay-binder reaction and to determine the binders that are efficient in improving
the geotechnical properties of the highly expansive clayey soil. However, the small
amount of available soil for this study allowed us to achieve only the standard
Proctor test (NF P 94-093) of the untreated soil. The untreated soil’s optimum
moisture content (OMC) and the maximum dry density (MDD) were determined
used for different treatments studied. Moreover, using the same OMC and MMD
for all tested samples allows to compare easily the obtained results as only one
parameter (the amount of binder added) changes during the study. The main
geotechnical properties of the Impersol are presented in Table 3.
Table 1. Chemical Composition (%) of Impersol, by XRF
SiO2
39.7

Al2O3
20.2

Fe2O3
6.4

CaO
4.5

MgO
1.2

K2O
0.2

Na2O
2.3

TiO2
0.8

others
< 0.05

LOI*
24.8

*Loss on ignition.

Table 2. Mineralogical Composition (mass%) of Impersol
Mineral
Content

Smectite
48

Kaolinite
38

Quartz
3.2

Source: Al-Mukhtar et al. 2010.

3

Calcite
3.4

Goethite
6.4

Anatase
1
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Table 3. The Geotechnical Properties of Impersol
Property
Liquid limit (%)
Plastic limit (%)
Plasticity index (%)
Dmax (mm)
Particle size passing at 80 µm (%)
Methylene blue value (g/100g)
pH
Optimum moisture content (%)
Maximum dry density (g/cm3)
Swelling pressure (kPa)*
Unconfined compressive strength (kPa)*
French soil classification (GTR)

Test value
270 ± 6.5
43.4 ± 1.3
226.6 ± 5.2
0.71
68.17
25 ± 0.5
10.7 ± 0.05
42
1.2
1153 ± 87
224 ± 8
A4

*At optimum Proctor compaction; GTR (French “Guide des terrassements routiers”).

Hydrated Lime
The lime used is a very fine and pure hydrated lime. X-ray diffraction
indicates the presence of only two mineralogical phases, portlandite and calcite.
Thermogravimetric analysis showed that lime consisted mainly of portlandite
(94.5%) with traces of calcite (5.5%). The laser granulometry of the lime indicates
a passing at 80µm of 98.7%. The lime used has an important Blaine specific
surface area of 18,820 cm2/g.
Portland Cement
The Portland cement (CEM I 52.5 N CE) used in this study is produced by
LafargeHolcim company. It has a Blaine specific surface of 3,740 cm2/g and a
passing at 80 μm of 99.9%. The results of XRF chemical characterization of the
cement is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Chemical Composition (%) of Portland Cement Used, by XRF
SiO2
20.01
SO3
3.16

Al2O3
5.14
TiO2
0.26

Fe2O3
2.88
Mn2O3
0.12

CaO
64.1
P2O5
0.22

MgO
1.01
SrO
0.02

K2O
0.98
Others
0.28

Na2O
0.2
LOI*
1.62

*Loss on ignition.

Mixtures Preparation
Impersol is a not natural made soil in the powder form with a very high
plasticity index. In its wet state, it is tacky and sticky. The addition of binders to
the wet soil does not provide homogeneous mixtures. Mixing is done using a
spatula because the soil sticks to the kneader. The experimental procedure chosen
to prepare the soil treated samples and to perform various tests started by ovendried the soil at 105°C during 24 hours and to cool down it at least for 6 hours and
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then to mix it with binders until obtaining a uniform color. After that, water is
added to reach the desired water content. The samples are thoroughly mixed in
order to obtain homogenous mixtures. The soil was treated with 6%, 10% and
20% of cement and lime by dry weight of soil.
Atterberg Limits
The Atterberg limits of untreated and treated soil were determined according
to NF P094-51. Different amounts of water were added to the dry soil-binder
mixtures and full mixing was carried out until a homogenous wet soil-binder
mixture without lumps was obtained. The Atterberg limits were performed directly
after at the moment where the samples became visually and texturally homogeneous.
Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS)
The unconfined compressive strength tests were carried out on cylindrical
specimens (50 mm diameter, 100 mm length). For each treatment, three samples
were prepared. Binders were mixed with dry soil and then water was added until it
reached the OMC of untreated soil (OMC = 42%). The maximum dry density of
the untreated Impersol was achieved by compaction. Table 5 shows dry densities
obtained after samples confection. Samples were sealed by wrapping in cling-film
to minimize moisture loss during a cure of 28 days at 20°C. The unconfined
compressive strength was measured using a mechanical press at the rate of 0.1
mm/min.
Table 5. Dry Densities of Untreated and Treated Impersol Samples
Binder
Binder addition
Dry density (g/cm3)

-

Lime

Cement

0%

6%

10%

20%

6%

10%

20%

1.181

1.179

1.178

1.181

1.177

1.182

1.181

Swelling Pressure
The preparation of the soil-binder mixtures for the swelling pressure was
similar to the unconfined compressive strength sample preparation. Swelling
pressure tests were carried out on cylindrical specimens placed in a mold of 65
mm diameter and 10 mm length (Khattab 2002). To achieve the MDD, the
mixtures were compacted in the mold. Swelling pressure is determinated by
reading the displacement of the torque ring using a dial gauge with an accuracy of
0.01 mm. The pressure exerted by the sample during its swelling and causing the
displacement of the torque ring is calculated from the known torque ring
characteristics. Swelling pressure was carried out on soil samples separately
blended with 6%, 10% and 20% of lime and cement after 1.5 hours, 2 days and 28
days of curing at 20°C.
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X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Tests
Changes in the mineralogy of the treated Impersol was determined on soil
samples treated with 6%, 10% and 20% of lime and cement after 1, 7 and 28 days
of curing at 20°C. The X-ray diffraction was performed on the same samples that
were prepared to measure the unconfined compressive strength (UCS). Samples
were ground and sieved at 63 µm and then analyzed in XRD.

Results and Discussion
Effect of Lime and Cement Additions on Atterberg Limits
Figure 1 shows that the Atterberg limits evolve so that the plasticity limit (PL)
increases very slightly with binder additions while the liquid limit (LL) decreases
considerably. This decrease in the liquid limit is explained by the flocculationagglomeration phenomena that occur immediately after the incorporation of lime
(Cabane 2004, Al-Mukhtar et al. 2010, Maubec 2010) or cement into the soil
(Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014). These results show also that the plastic index
(PI = LL - PL) which measures the plasticity behavior of Impersol is significantly
improved with lime and cement treatments.
Figure 1. Effect of Lime and Cement Additions on Atterberg Limit

Tested samples of Impersol treated with lime show that the addition of 6%
lime leads to big changes in the soil plasticity index, which drops, from 227% to
132%. For higher additions of lime changes in PI are very limited (PI6%lime =
132%, PI10%lime = 127%, PI20%lime = 124%). The percentage of 6% of lime added
can be considered as that induces optimal improvement in the plasticity of the
treated Impersol. It is called "lime fixation point" which refers to the saturation
limit of the clay particles in Ca2+.
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In cement treatment, the liquid limit of the treated soil does not change with
6% addition (LL is about 270%). It begins to fall beyond 6% addition of cement
and continues to decrease with increasing cement content (LL10%cement = 220%,
LL20%cement = 191%). Results show that the improvement of plasticity with cement
treatment is less important compared to lime treatment. In fact, the soil reaches a
plasticity index equal to 133% with 20% of cement while it drops to 132% with
only 6% of lime. This can be attributed to the effectiveness of the binders in
flocculating clay particles. This behavior (flocculation) is related to clay particle
saturation and therefore to the amount of calcium cation provided by the binder.
These reductions in plasticity index suggest that the treated soil become easily
workable and friable.
Effect of Lime and Cement Additions on Unconfined Compressive Strength
Figure 2 shows the results of unconfined compressive strength of untreated
and treated Impersol with different amounts of lime and cement after 28 days of
cure at 20°C. Results show an increase of unconfined compressive strengths UCS
depending on the binder considered and its content. Indeed, with 6% of cement
and lime the resistances are almost the same, about 0.75 MPa, while at 10% and
20% of cement, the resistances obtained are 1.5 and 2.25 times greater compared
to those obtained with lime treatment. Beyond 6% of cement, the improvement
and the resistance gain are important (UCS10% cement = 2.68 MPa). The increase in
unconfined compressive strengths for cement-treated soil is related to the
hydration of the cement itself and thus to the formation of calcium silicate hydrates
(CSH) or calcium aluminate hydrates (CAH) that bind the clay particles together
(cementing) and increase their cohesion. Results show that this increasing of UCS
is depending on the amount of cement added.
Figure 2. Unconfined Compressive Strength of Untreated and Treated Impersol
after 28 Days of Cure

The development of resistance with lime treatment seems less dependent on
the lime content. Indeed, little improvement is visible between 10% and 20% of
added lime (UCS10% lime = 1.04 MPa, UCS20% lime = 1.19 MPa). This can be
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explained by the slowness of the pozzolanic reaction which leads to the much
more gradual formation over time of calcium hydrates responsible for the
development of the mechanical resistance of the treated soil.
Effect of Lime and Cement Additions on Swelling Pressure
Table 6. Effect of Lime and Cement on Swelling Pressure of Treated Soil
Swelling pressure (kPa)
1,153 ± 87
1.5 hours
2 days

Untreated soil
Curing time
Cement

Lime

6%

76 ± 12

0

10%

0

0

20%

0

0

6%

152 ± 35

0

10%

0

0

20%

0

0

Table 6 shows the effect of cement and lime on swelling pressure of treated
Impersol after 1.5 hours and 2 days of curing at 20°C. Swelling pressure measured
on untreated soil decreases immediately (1.5 hours) from 1,153 kPa to 152 kPa
and 76 kPa with 6% of lime and cement, respectively. However, swelling pressure
is totally eliminated with 10% and 20% of lime and cement. Lime and cement due
to the cation exchange reaction reduces the water absorption capacity of calcium
saturated clay. Therefore, the swelling characteristic of this treated soil decrease
quickly as can be seen after 1.5 hours. This decrease is more important with
cement addition and can be attributed to cement hydration and calcium hydrates
formed that cover and line the surface of clays particles and inhibit their swelling.
Results show a significant effect of curing time with the addition of 6% of
binders. In fact, swelling pressure dropped to zero after 2 days curing.
Measurements conducted after 28 days confirm that the swelling pressure is
always zero. Pozzolanic reaction and cementitious bonding produced overtime
between clay minerals and lime participate to decreasing swelling pressure
(Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014). Moreover, portlandite produced during cement
hydration can contribute to the decrease of the swelling property of cement treated
soil owing to continuous cation exchange reaction.
Mineralogical Evolution of Lime and Cement Treated Impersol
The evolution of the mineralogy of treated Impersol was carried out on soil
samples treated with 6%, 10% and 20% lime and cement after 1, 7 and 28 days of
curing at 20°C.
Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of Impersol treated with 10%
and 20% of lime (L) for 1, 7 and 28 days of curing. Results show new reflections
corresponding to calcium aluminate hydrate (CAH) at d-spacing of 7.61 Å (2θ =
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11.8°) in samples that contains 10% and 20% of lime. The new hydrate formed is
Ca4Al2CO9.11H2O and the intensities of its peaks increased with increasing lime
content and curing time. Pozzolanic reaction between lime and clay minerals is
more important when lime increases and starts in short term. In fact, reflections of
CAH appeared after 7 days with 10% of lime addition while it appeared after 1
day with a lime content of 20%. This new mineral is responsible for the increasing
in compressive strength of lime treated Impersol over time.
Figure 3. X-ray Diffractions of Untreated and Treated Impersol with Lime

CaCO3 reflections are present in X-ray diffraction patterns of untreated soil.
Results show that calcite reflections increase with curing time and lime content.
This can be explained by lime carbonation during the cure (Al-Mukhtar et al.
2012).
Reflections corresponding to unconsumed lime are present at lime content of
10% and 20% after 1 day and 7 days of cure. These reflections disappear after 28
days of treatment at 10% of lime, while at 20% of lime added, free lime reflections
are still present. These results demonstrate that pozzolanic reaction is progressing
with time by consuming free lime and producing new calcium aluminate hydrate.
This reaction between lime and clay particles is slow at 20°C.
At 6% of lime addition, reflections of free lime and CAH are not visible. This
can be explained by the clay particles that absorb all the calcium provided by lime
for cation exchange. In fact, particles of smectite contained in Impersol present a
high cation exchange capacity (100 meq/100g) (Lasledj 2009) and 6% of lime
does not satisfy the affinity of this soil for inter-lamellar calcium exchange. There
is no enough calcium available for pozzolanic reaction. The quantity of lime
necessary to form visible hydrates in XRD is then not ensured with 6% of lime
addition.
X-ray diffraction patterns of lime treated Impersol indicate that lime addition
cause a decrease in clay minerals’ intensities (smectite and kaolinite). This
decrease can be explained by the fact that lime treatment affects the structure of
clay particles due to an attack by lime on clay and a destruction of clay layers to
produce new hydrate products. Clays are consumed and the hydrates formed cover
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clay minerals and thereby decrease their reflection intensities (Lasledj and AlMukhtar 2008, Goodarzi et al. 2016). It also can be attributed to flocculated
particles that tend to show less reflection intensities caused by a decrease in the
reflection of incident ray when the structure is less oriented due to particles
agglomeration-flocculation (Ouhadi et al. 2010, Goodarzi et al. 2016). These
changes in clay structure explain the results presented in Table 6 where a reduction
of lime treated Impersol capacity for swelling and expansion was observed. A
higher reduction of clay reflection intensities occurred with curing time and is
correlated to the progressing of pozzolanic reaction that produces newer cementing
products and consumes clays (smectite and kaolinite) overtime.
Figure 4 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of Impersol treated with 10%
and 20% of cement for 1, 7 and 28 days of curing. The results show the formation
of new crystalline cementitious mineralogical phases. Calcium aluminate hydrate
(CAH) corresponding to monocarbo-aluminate at d-spacing of 7.57 Å (2θ = 11.7°)
is observed. Reflections of ettringite at d-spacing of 9.74 Å (2θ = 9.1°) and 5.6 Å
(2θ = 15.8°) are present in X-ray diffraction patterns of treated samples. At dspacing of 5.6 Å (2θ = 15.8°) and 3.1 Å (2θ = 29°) tobermorite which is a calcium
silicate hydrate (CSH) can be identified. However, tobermorite reflections are
merged at these two d-spacing with ettringite and calcite, respectively. These
products, resulting from the hydration of cement, appear after 1 day of cure and
their intensity increases with cement content and curing time. Indeed, treatment
with 20% of cement present higher reflections intensities for those products
compared to treatment with 10% of cement. These new hydrates formed enhance
the bonding of solid phase in soil and progress the UCS values of treated Impersol.
Figure 4. X-ray Diffractions of Untreated and Treated Impersol with Cement

None of 6% cement treated samples’ diffractograms show reflections of CAH
or CSH. A low intensity reflection of ettringite is present after 28 days curing. This
can explain the fact that the better performance occurred beyond 6% of cement
addition (Figures 2 and 6). In fact, at this cement content, such as for lime
treatment, the calcium provided by cement is consumed by clay particles for cation
exchange and the formation of new hydrates cannot occur. Treatments with 10%
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and 20% of cement leads to a calcium saturation of the soil and a cement hydration
process that produce new cementitious products.
Hydration of the cement is confirmed by reducing the intensity of the C3S
reflections at d-spacing of 2.78, 2.75, 2.61, 1.77 Å (2θ = 32°, 32.5°, 34.3°, 51.8°)
with curing time. After 28 days of cure, C3S reflections decrease significatively for
treatment with 20% of cement and disappear with 10% of cement while these
reflections leave after 7 days on 6% cement treated samples’ diffractograms.
The results at 1 day of curing show a decrease in the intensities of smectite
reflections at d-spacing of 12.4 Å (2θ = 7°) and kaolinite reflections at d-spacing
of 7.24 Å (2θ = 12.3°). This decrease depends on the amount of cement added and
curing time. The mechanisms behind this clay structure modification are the same
as presented in lime treatment; clay particles’ flocculation and formation of
cementitious phases.
As can be seen, cement hydration occurred faster compared to lime’s
pozzolanic reaction and much more new calcium hydrate products are formed.
This is consistent with the better results of cement treated Impersol in reducing
swelling pressure after 1.5 hours and in improving the soil’s strength property.

Conclusions
The results presented in this paper are part of a research program that
evaluates the effectiveness of lime and cement stabilization of a highly expansive
clay soil in order to understand the binder-clay interaction. Experiments carried
out revealed changes in the engineering properties of treated Impersol (plasticity,
swelling pressure, UCS) and in the microstructure (mineralogy).
The following main conclusions can be mentioned from the results obtained:
-

-

-

Only 6% of lime addition is enough to reduce significantly the soil plasticity.
Clay flocculation due to cation exchange decreases clay mineral’s capacity
for water absorption and therefore brings low the soil’s liquid limit and its
plasticity index. Cement treatment is less effective in reducing soil
plasticity since clay particles flocculate less due to a lower calcium intake
from the cement to the cation exchange reaction. A large amount of
cement is needed to improve satisfactorily Impersol’s plasticity.
Both lime and cement treatments are effective in reducing the swelling
pressure of treated Impersol. Swelling is eliminated after 2 days of curing
for all percentages of binder added and after only 1.5 hours with 10% and
20% binder additions. Cation exchange and new calcium hydrate products
are responsible for this improvement and changes in swelling property.
A large increase in the unconfined compressive strength UCS is achieved
by cement addition mainly due to cement hydration and the formation of
CSH and CAH. Lime treatment enhances UCS values of treated Impersol
through the pozzolanic reaction between lime and clay particles that
produce CAH. This development in strength is more relevant with
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increasing binder addition and curing time, especially for lime treatment
and low kinetics of pozzolanic reaction.
X-ray diffraction patterns allow us to confirm the presence of CAH and
CSH in treated Impersol samples particularly at 10% and 20% binder
additions and beyond 7 days curing. Clay minerals’ intensity reflections
decrease with binder addition confirming changes in the clay particles
structure, organization and quantities. X-ray diffraction results validate the
occurrence of micro-structural modifications in treated samples, leading to
the observed improvement in their engineering behavior.

This study deals with an advanced analysis of interactions between pure
cement and an ultra-clayey soil from one side and between lime and same ultraclayey soil from another side. Materials and dosage rates used in this study are
theoretical and do not represent real context. They will help in measuring and
quantifying parameters offering an advanced understanding of important physical,
chemical and mechanical phenomena, which will allow optimizing design and
compositions of Hydraulic road binders intended for highly clayey soil stabilization.
Based on the experimental results, the study of the effect of lime and cement
on Impersol at long term (6 months of cure) is currently underway. Therefore, the
evolution of the compressive strength, pH and electrical conductivity as well as
inductively coupled plasma measurements is considered. Mineralogical tracking
by XRD and scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations will be investigated
to better understand the reaction between clay soil and binders.
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Assessment of the Impact of Namibian Rural Road
Characteristics on Crash Incidence
By Robert Ambunda* & Petrina Johannes‡
Road user perceptions and roadway design elements play a vital role in
determining the crash risk level on the roads. The study investigated factors that
play a prominent role in causing road traffic crashes on rural roads on the
Namibian road network. The study found that animals and pedestrians were the
highest cause of road traffic crashes on the study sections. The high volume of
vehicles traversing the roads section combined with the lack of appropriate
barriers to separate traffic from the high presence of animals and pedestrians
along the study section contributed to the hazardous safety situation on the road.
The study identified that drivers losing control of vehicles on the study sections
was one of the highest cause of traffic crashes. Speeding combined with negative
design of various road elements directly impacts driver perceptions of the road
environment and misleads road users, thereby leading to human errors that
influence the frequency and severity of road crashes on the study section. The
study identified under-reporting and misinformation on road crashes as some of
the factors impeding the development of a vivid picture on the actual scale of the
road safety problem on Namibian rural roads. The analysis of the road crashes
will assist and enable road safety stakeholders in identifying, developing and
implementing appropriate safety measures to sustainably address the road
safety issue on Namibian roads. In addition to the road safety assessment, a
road design audit carried out on the study section found that the shoulder grade
and lane widths did not comply with the Technical Recommendations for
Highways 17 on the Geometric Design of Rural Roads in Namibia. The study
therefore developed multivariate road crash models using Negative Binomial
Regression to investigate the extent of the link between road crash rates of
various severity and the road design elements. The models identified several
interactive relationships between lane widths, shoulders widths, 85th operating
speed and horizontal curve radii on the section that significantly influenced
crash rates on the roads.
Keywords: Driver Behaviour, Road Crash Modelling, Road Design Elements,
Road Safety, Rural Roads.

Introduction
The issue of providing a safe roadway environment within the rural road
network is one of the fundamental principles governing engineering, traffic and
transportation planning stakeholders. Gichaga (2017) describes road safety as
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the science of providing measures and methods that reduce the number of road
crashes and injured road users involved in traffic crashes.
Addressing road safety issues that relate to the three major traffic safety pillars;
humans, vehicles and infrastructure, has been a crucial challenge for transportation
engineers. An important aspect of road safety analysis is to locate hazardous road
sections, to understand how the potential relationship between driver behaviour,
driver perceptions and the road environment affects the safety of all road users.
Ambunda and Sinclair (2019) mention that road safety analysis can be useful
in identifying road sections prone to high road crash rates and injury severities,
while determining the factors significantly influencing the occurrence and
frequency of road crashes. Information on factors significantly impacting road
crash occurrence and frequency is vital for road safety stakeholders to identify
appropriate remedial measures to combat and reduce the number of crashes and
severity of injuries on the roadway. Road traffic safety is a multifaceted problem
which encompasses numerous factors; human, vehicle and the road environment
as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 4. Contributing Factors to Road Crashes

Source: Ambunda and Sinclair 2019.

Increased efforts in developing and enforcing traffic rules, educating road
users on the importance of road safety and how perceptions are influenced by road
design elements, coupled with improving the geometrical aspects of road
infrastructure can positively influence traffic safety (Ambunda and Sinclair 2019).
The national rural road between Otjiwarongo and Okahandja (T0107) in
Namibia, investigated in the paper was identified by Ambunda (2018) as one of
ten national rural roads with the highest road crash rates, with an annual growth of
3.51% in road traffic volumes from 2011 (286,292 vehicles) to 2015 (374,710
vehicles). This paper examined the main causes of road crashes of various severity
levels and carried out a road audit on T0107, through comprehensively analysing
road crash data provided by the Namibian National Road Safety Council for the
study period 2011 to 2015. Moreover, the paper investigated the relationship
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between the design elements on the study section and road crash rates through
road crash predictive models.

Background
Road traffic crashes are a major socio-economic drawback for most
developing countries (Ackaah and Salifu 2011). The World Health Organisation WHO (2018) reports that every year, about 1.2 million road crash fatalities, and
between 20 and 50 million road crash injuries of various severities are reported
globally, with Duivenvoorden (2010) affirming road safety as one of the most
significant issues in modern society. Dehuri (2013) cautions that road crashes are
forecasted to be the third largest contributor to the global burden of injury and
disease by the year 2020.
Despite the absolute number of road crashes and road fatality rates having
steadied or declined in many high income countries in recent years, crash data
suggests an increasing trend in the global epidemic of traffic injuries in most
regions of the world (Peden et al. 2004). The WHO (2018) cautions that road
crashes are forecasted to be the fifth leading contributor to mortalities globally by
2030, leading to an estimated 2.4 million road fatalities annually, mostly in
developing countries, if current trends continue (Table 1).
Table 7. Leading Causes of Death in 2004 and in 2030
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Leading Cause (2004)
Ischaemic Heart Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Lower Respiratory Infections
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Diarrhoeal Diseases
HIV/ AIDS
Tuberculosis
Trachea, Bronchus, Lung Cancers
Road Traffic injuries
Premature and Low Birth Weight

Leading Cause (2030)
Ischaemic Heart Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Lower Respiratory Infections
Road Traffic injuries
Trachea, Bronchus, Lung Cancers
Diabetes Mellitus
Hypertensive Heart Disease
Stomach Cancer
HIV/ AIDS

Source: https://www.who.int/healthinfo/global_burden_disease/GBD_report_2004update_part2.pdf.

Yannis et al. (2016) emphasise the importance of regular road safety
assessments, as they are key to most countries addressing road safety problems. To
enable countries to compare their road safety situation with other countries and to
measure global progress, road safety assessments require a standardized
methodology (Peden et al. 2004).
The safety of a roadway is influenced by an interplay of several factors and a
combination various road design elements, which impact the perceptions and
behaviour of drivers using the roadway (Dehuri 2013). Turner et al. (2015) state
that, the ability of the roadway to communicate vital road information is important
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for drivers to be able to adjust and adopt their driving to road conditions, without
risking the safety of other road users. In assessing the safety of roadway
infrastructure, road crash modelling has been a useful instrument in identifying
hazardous road sections, whilst investigating the extent of the influence of road
design elements on road safety (Peter Hollo 2006).
With the increase in roadway traffic volume, traffic safety has become a
serious concern in Namibia, with the Namibian National Road Safety Council NRSC (2012) reporting that the Namibian road injury fatality rate is higher than
the African continental average by more than four fatalities per 100,000
population. The annual road fatality rate of 31 per 100,000 population translates to
600 to 700 fatalities in road crashes every year in Namibia (Namibia Statistics
Agency - NSA 2015).
In Namibia, as reported by the Namibian Statistics Agency (2015), the
number of road traffic crashes (RTC) per 100,000 population increased from 685.6
crashes in 2011 to 807.2 crashes in 2015, this represented an annual average
increase of 4% over the study period, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 5. Road Traffic Crashes per 100,000 Population in Namibia between 2011
to 2015

A similar increasing trend was observed in the road fatalities per 100,000
population for the past five years up until 2015 as shown in Figure 3, with an
increase from 24.94 in 2011 to 31.22 in 2015 reported by the Namibian Statistics
Agency (2015).
Figure 4 shows an increasing trend in the rate of road users injured in road
crashes, from 267.8 in 2011 to 284.3 injuries per 100,000 population in 2015,
as reported by the Namibian Statistics Agency (2015).
In this paper, the historical road crash database for the section T0107 between
Otjiwarongo and Okahandja was analysed and mapped using QGIS. Additionally,
a road audit (cross-sectional audit) was also carried out to ensure the compliance
of the study section with the road design standards used in Namibia. The crash
data and road audit were used to understand the causes of road crashes on the
study section.
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Figure 6. Road Fatalities per 100,000 Population in Namibia between 2011 to
2015

Figure 7. Road Injuries per 100,000 Population in Namibia between 2011 to 2015

Data and Method
Data
Existing road crash data was collected from the Namibian National Road
Safety Council (NRSC), considering data quality and availability from 2011 to
2015. To ensure that no inconsistencies arose across the data, it was vital to ensure
that no remedial geometric work or upgrades were carried out on the study section
during the analysis period 2011 to 2015. The Technical Recommendations for
Highways 17 (TRH 17) on the Geometric Design of Rural Roads (Committee of
State Road Authorities - CSRA 1988a, b) was used to assess compliancy of the
road section with design recommendations. Table 2 provides the recommendations
for the study road section as a national rural road by the TRH 17.
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Table 2. TRH 17 Recommendations for the Study Section
Road Design Element
Horizontal curve radii (Min. curve
radii)
Speed Limit
Lane width
Shoulder Width
Number of lanes
Shoulder grade
Lane grade

TRH 17 Recommendation
530m
120km/h
3.5m
2.0m
2
4%
2-3%

Source: CSRA 1988a, b.

The study section T0107 is a single carriageway surfaced with bitumen, with
a posted speed limit of 120km/h. The study section has 13 horizontal curves. The
locations of the 13 horizontal curves are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 8. Horizontal Curve Location on Study Section

Table 3 shows the horizontal curve radii for the 13 curves on the study
section.
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Table 3. Horizontal Curve Radii on the Study Section
Horizontal curve
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Curve radius (m)
1,850
1,710
2,900
3,500
1,717
770
1,126
1,920
2,300
3,000
1,400
780
2,200

The road has a lane crossfall of 2.3% and a ground shoulder crossfall of 2.5%.
A combination of channelizing, dividing and no overtaking road markings are
used on the road section. Figure 6 shows the cross-section design of the study
sections.
Additional design information for section T0107 as collected from the road
section is provided in Table 4.
Table 4. Road Design Information for Section T0107
RL (km)
PSL (km/h)
85th Percentile Traffic Speed (km/h)
AADT (Bi-Directional)
PT
Lanes
Lane Width (m)
GSF (m)
GSB (m)
SSF (m)
SSB (m)
No. of HC
AC

165
120
120.30
1,973
B
2
3.3
2.50
2.55
0
0
13
10

RL represents the length of the road section in km; PSL represents the Posted Speed Limit of
the road section in km/h; PT represents the pavement type (B represents bitumen); GSF
represents the width of the forward unsurfaced shoulder; GSB represents the width of the
backward unsurfaced shoulder; SSF represents the width of the forward surfaced shoulder;
SSB represents the width of the backward surfaced shoulder; HC represents the number of
horizontal curves; AC represents the level of access control on the road section.

Figure 6 and Table 4 indicate that the study section was not fully compliant
with the Technical Recommendations for Highways 17 (TRH 17) on the
Geometric Design of Rural Roads (CSRA 1988a, b) with regard to shoulder
crossfalls and lane widths. The study section complied with ground shoulder
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widths, lane crossfall, horizontal curve radii and the posted speed limits
recommendations by TRH 17, influenced by the AADT and road classification.
Figure 6. Cross Section for Road Section T0107

A total of 95 950 traffic crash cases were collected nationally, with 711 road
traffic crash cases observed on the identified national rural road during the selected
five-year study period. Traffic information on the Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT) was collected from the Road’s Authority of Namibia for the study period
under consideration.
Method
The two-lane two-way road between Otjiwarongo and Okahandja (T0107)
with a road length of 165km was identified as one of the ten most hazardous
national rural roads on the Namibian road network. Three road sections on T0107
were identified (heat map rating ≥ 3.85) for analysis using QGIS, with a
bandwidth of 500m. Equation (1) was used to determine the crash rates for the
identified study sections.

(1)
Where: CR
RTC

= Crashes per million vehicle kilometres travelled
= A collision event involving a mechanically propelled vehicle
involving an element of causality.
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic
L
= Length of study sections (km)
T
= Duration of study period (years)
365
= Number of days/ year

Table 5 provides road crash information on T0107 sections from Otjiwarongo
to Okahandja. The majority of the RTCs occurred on Section 1 from Otjiwarongo,
which represented 51.2% (311) of the total crashes during the study period.
Section 2 recorded the second highest RTCs with 32.6% (198) of the total road
crashes. 16.1% (98) of the total RTCs were recorded on Section 3 in the proximity
of Okahandja.
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Table 5. Road Crash Information on the Study Section
T0107 Sections

Road Length (km)

RTCs per section

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Total

55
46
22
123

311
198
98
607

Crash
Rate
2.30
1.68
2.39

Figure 7 shows a heat map of the crashes on the Namibian national rural road
network over the study period 2011-2015, with the study section T0107 encircled
in red. A minimum average threshold of 5km on the single carriageway from an
urban setting is recommended as a starting point for road safety assessments on
national rural roads (Joanne 2013).
Figure 7. Road Traffic Crashes in Namibia from 2011 to 2015

Individual mean differences were analysed using the Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) as shown in Table 6, to ascertain whether a statistically significant
difference exists at 5% level (p<0.05) for the different crash rates determined.
While the number of RTCs varied for the four road sections, the study sections
crash rates determined were not found to be statistically different from each other
(p= 0.5 > 0.05).
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Table 6. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the Crash Rates on the Study Sections

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

ANOVA
CR
Sum of Squares
df
0.000
2
0.000
1
0.000
3

Mean Square
0.000
0.000

F
1.500

P (Sig).
0.500

Using Negative Binomial Regression (Generalized Linear Models), the study
developed multivariate road crash prediction models to assess the extent of the link
between road crash rates determined by the study and the road design elements
investigated in the road audit. The crash model consisted of the following three
components (Oppong 2012):
1. A random component, which specifies the conditional distribution of the
response variable, given the exploratory variables,
2. A linear function of the regression variables, called the linear predictor,

(2)
The expected value
function.

of

depends on the linear predictor in the linear

3. An invertible link function,

(3)
4. The invertible link function transforms the expectation of the response to
the linear predictor. The inverse of the link function is sometimes called
the mean function:

(4)

Results and Discussion
Road safety is a complex multidisciplinary global problem. The study showed
that Namibia is faced with high crash rates, and the lack of or inadequate
implementation of the following systems exacerbates the road safety issue:
I.
II.

The absence of appropriate road safety policies.
The lack of an efficient and reliable collision information management
system.
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The lack of coherent traffic safety management strategies.
The lack of consistent and aggressive road user education programmes.

Crash Data Assessment
A total of 607 of 711 road traffic crashes on T0107 were evaluated from the
crash database provided by the NRSC during the study period 2011 to 2015.
Figure 8 shows the classification and evaluation of the road crash causes on the
study Section 1 to Section 3.
Figure 8. Road Traffic Crashes Causes on T0107 from 2011 to 2015

The study found that animals and pedestrians were the cause of the majority
of RTCs on all the study sections, representing 49.8%, 57.1% and 37.8% of the
crashes on Section 1, Section 2 and Section 3 respectively. In contrast, head on
collisions were the least cause of traffic crashes on all the study sections,
contributing less than 5% of all crashes on all Sections.
Drivers losing control of vehicles on the roads was the second highest
contributor to RTCs on Sections 1 to Section 3, contributing 19%, 13.6% and
21.4% of all crashes on the study sections respectively. A study by Bamdad
Mehrabani and Mirbaha (2018) found that drivers tend to be involved in single
vehicle crashes as the road length increases.
RTCs reported as “Unknown” by the Namibian National Road Safety Council
were the third highest contributor to crashes on all the study sections. Butchart and
Mikton (2014) stress the importance of reliable and accurate data on RTCs in
assessing the scope of the road crash problem, in order to target preventive
measures, monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the measures implemented.
Lautrédou (2007) mentions that a huge gap remains in the coverage and quality of
data countries collect and report on RTCs. This is particularly worrying that
slightly less than 15% of all traffic crash causes on Section 1 and Section 2 and
slightly more than 15% of crashes on Section 3 were reported as “Unknown”.
Rear-end collisions constituted 3.5% of crashes on Section 1, 4.5% on Section
2 and 8.2% on Section 3. RTCs caused by foreign objects on the road surface
constituted less than 10% of crashes on Section 1 to Section 3, with 5.5%, 3.5%
and 5.1% of all crashes respectively. RTCs caused by conditions categorized as
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“Other” constituted approximately 6.8% of crashes on Section 1. The study also
found that 5.6% and 4.1% of the crashes on Section 2 and Section 3 respectively
were caused by conditions reported as “Other”.
Road Design Elements Assessment
The design of the study sections was assessed for compliancy with road
design standards (TRH 17 on the Geometric Design of Rural Roads) used to
develop Namibian national rural roads. It was therefore vital in addition to the
assessment of the crash data, to establish the extent of the link between the road
crash rates (independent variables) and the road design elements (covariates).
The study developed multivariate crash prediction models that analysed the
impact of the road design elements on road crash rates of various severity on the
study section using Negative Binomial Regression methods. The study found that
the simultaneous combinations of several road design covariates in the models
were statistically significantly impacting the road crash rates at 95% confidence
level.
The study found that the combination of lane widths (LW) and shoulder
widths (SW) had a statistically significant (p=0.000< 0.05) impact on the crash
rates, accounting for 84.1% of the variance in the crash rates, with the NBR model
indicating a negative significant correlation of B= -13.2577 between lane widths
and the crash rates on the study sections.
The interactive relationship between lane widths, 85th percentile operating
speed (OpSpeed) and shoulder widths, statistically significantly (p= 0.000< 0.05)
accounted for 87.3% of the variance in the crash rates, with the lane width and 85th
percentile speed showing significant correlations of B= -3.254 and B= 0.341
respectively.
The combination of horizontal curve radii (HCRAD) and road length had a
significant influence (p= 0.0024< 0.05) on crash rates, accounting for 75.4% of the
variance in crash rates on the study section. Despite the interactive relationship
between the covariates, the NBR model developed found that only the horizontal
curve radii on the study section had a significant correlation of B= -1.2454 on
crash rates on the study section.
Table 7 shows the results of the interactive relationships between covariates
on crash rates (fatal, serious, slight and damage only) as identified by the NBR
models developed.
Table 7. Multivariate Road Crash Model Information
Covariates
LW & SW
LW,
OpSpeed &
SW
HCRAD &
road length

0.0000

Model
Adjusted
R2
0.8411

0.0000

0.8732

0.0023

0.7547

Model P
value

Significant
model variable

Variable P
value

Variable B
value

LW
LW

0.0002
0.0012

-13.2577.
-5.7231

OpSpeed

0.0000

1.2431

HCRAD

0.0020

-1.2454
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Conclusions
Crash Data Assessment
The study examined and carried out a road traffic crash assessment on the
road T0107 between Otjiwarongo and Okahandja on the Namibian rural road
network.
The study identified three road sections on T0107 for investigation from
Otjiwarongo towards Okahandja; Section 1 starts 5km from Otjiwarongo and
spanning a distance of 55km (60km marker), Section 2 spans a distance of 46kms
from the 60 km marker. Section 3 starts 5km from Okahandja and spans a distance
of 22km.
The majority of the road traffic crashes were found to have occurred on
Section 1 on T0107, which is much closer to the town of Otjiwarongo and had the
longest distance (55km) investigated, whereas the least number of crashes
occurred on Section 3 in the proximity of Okahandja, with the highest crash
intensity on the heat map and the shortest distance (22km) investigated.
The study found that the majority of road traffic crashes on the study sections
on T0107 were caused by the presence of animals and pedestrians on the roads.
The Non-Motorised Users were the cause of approximately half of the crashes on
Section 1 and slightly less than three fifths and two fifths on Section 2 and Section
3 respectively. The study sections have a precarious history of wild and domestic
animals being stranded on the road and the chances of drivers hitting one of them
are immense. The study identified, head on collisions were found to be the least
cause of crashes on all road sections investigated.
The study found that approximately a sixth of the road traffic crashes on the
study sections were reported as “unknown” due to under-reporting. Underreporting hampers road safety stakeholders in providing a vivid picture of the
magnitude of the road safety issue. Furthermore, the multiplicity of the different
information that is recorded on road crashes hardens the task of making exact
comparisons of road safety situations between multiple institutions and countries.
Road Design Elements Assessment
The Negative Binomial Regression models developed by the study
investigated the extent of the relationship between road design elements on the
study section and the crash rates (All severities and damage only).
The study found that the interaction between lane widths and shoulder widths
had a statistically significant influence on road crash rates on the study section,
with the lane width variable showing a significant negative correlation on road
crash rates with every one unit increase in the variable reducing the log count of
road crashes.
The interactive relationship between lane width, 85th percentile operating
speeds and shoulder width was found to significantly influence crash rates, with
significant correlation between the crash rates, lane widths and operating speeds
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on the study section. Also, the study found that road hard shoulder widths and
types on the section did not significantly impact the crash rates.
The study findings demonstrated that the interaction between the horizontal
curve radii and road length was significant in influencing crash rates on the study
section, with one unit increase in the horizontal curve radii indicating a significant
negative log count in the crash rates. An inverse relationship was found to exist
between crash risk levels and the horizontal curve radii, with a radius considered
critical at radii less than 350m.
The study has demonstrated that significant multivariate correlations exist
between road design elements and crash rates on the study section. The study has
also shown that further investigations into the causation factors that impact the
influence crash risk level on undivided rural roads and the crash data collection
methods used by the road safety authorities, especially with the high percentage of
crashes recorded as “unknown”. Moreover, the study has indicated that an
investigation into the feasibility of Non-Motorised Users infrastructure and safety
barriers on the study section is necessary for the safety of the section.
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Circular Economy Concept in Sustainable Building
Design
By Anna Mazzi* & Beatrice Gatto‡
The European framework directive on waste commits European countries to
achieve 70% reduction in the weight of construction waste, by adoption of
reuse, recycling and recovery, avoiding landfill as much as possible. Selective
demolition is a realistic alternative to avoid the environmental impacts related
to the demolition building: it allows an effective recovery of materials derived
from a building demolition, as direct reuse (without any treatment) or recycling
(with ad-hoc treatment activities), and it minimizes the amount of waste that
must be sent to incineration or landfill (according to their dangerousness).
However, selective demolition is still a rare practice today, as demonstrated by
the literature review of recent scientific papers. The most frequently methods of
processing waste materials on construction and demolition do not have any
waste selection system, because a selective demolition is too expansive, and
when a building is demolished nobody is willing to pay additional costs for
waste selection. Therefore, selective demolition is a viable solution for
sustainable management of construction waste only if it is a constructive
specification from the building design. To confirm this point of view, the results
related to an Italian case study, concerning the environmental and economic
impact assessment of demolition activities of a family house are provided; the
case study shows that the selective demolition is convenient, compared to
traditional non-selective demolition, both from an economic and from an
environmental point of view. Hence, the next challenge for sustainable
construction includes sustainable demolition criteria in building design.
Keywords: Construction waste, Selective demolition, Environmental impact
assessment, Sustainable building design.

Introduction
In the last decades, in industrialized countries, environmental problems linked
to waste production have been increased. In this context, building construction and
demolition sector has conquered the supremacy in terms of quantity of waste
materials produced.
Recently, international policies recommend reduction of waste production,
favoring collection and treatment operations and recovery materials solutions. The
greatest challenge today is to rethink the destination of products when their
exchange value and use value fail.
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Coherently with a modern approach to resources use, recovery and recycling
of demolition waste can allow both economic and environmental advantages, as it
reduces impacts related to waste treatment and raw materials extraction. Circular
economy represents the most innovative and promising challenge in the next years
in many economic sectors and in the construction sector too: it is a real solution
both for environmental problems related to waste management, for economic
limits related to raw materials availability. Through this approach, materials
contained in products at the end-of-life finish to be considered residues without
any use or value, and they are identified as real resources, with new potential uses
and corresponding economic value.
In the perspective to reduce waste quantity and to prefer as possible reuse,
recovery and recycle, a new waste hierarchy is affirmed and every European
country has assumed tangible goals to reduce waste production. This commitment
translates in specific targets related to all the economic activities, and the
construction sector too. However, statistics and studies show that building
materials recovery initiatives are still little widespread in the construction market.
The main goal of this research concerns deepening the circular economy topic
applied to Construction & Demolition Waste (CDW), focusing on the available
alternatives for recovery, reuse and/or recycling of materials, in order to reduce
environmental impacts related to waste management and raw materials
consumption; the research aims also to verify if there is economic convenience to
adopt the approach of circular economy in CDW.
The topic’s analysis first is carried out with a theoretical focus, based on
legislative indications for the European market and the recently published
scientific literature; a reasoned synthesis of this first step is reported in the next
section. As second step of the research, a real case study is analyzed, a family
house designed with good energy performance: The Methodology section
summarizes methodological assumptions related to the case study. In the Results
section, results of materials’ recovery possibilities at demolition stage of family
house are presented, and evaluation of economic and environmental benefits
resulting from a selective demolition, which allows the recovery of materials, is
explained. In the Discussion section, the case study results are discussed,
comparing the performance related to conventional and selective demolition. The
Conclusions section concludes the paper with final propositions and further
recommendations for future research from a perspective of sustainability.

Literature Review
Construction is one of the main sectors in which is convenient to invest for an
environmental improvement through waste reduction and raw materials use
decreasing. In order to know the state of the art concerning this topic, two parallel
deepening were conducted:
1. Review of international and European recommendations related the waste
reduction and management in construction sector.
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2. Review of scientific papers concerned building design, construction,
renovation and demolition and focused on the waste reduction.
To conduct the systematic reviews, the methodological recommendations
suggested by scientists are followed (Luederitz et al. 2016, Mazzi et al. 2016,
Büyüközkan and Karabulut 2018, Mazzi 2019).
In this section, we propose a reasoned summary of these reviews, in order to
draw useful indications for conducting the case study.
CDW Management in International and European Recommendations
The sustainable development represents the challenging goal at international
and local level. The concept of sustainability should ideally improve the quality of
life for every individual without expending the earth’s resources beyond its
capacity (Rockström et al. 2009, Steffen et al. 2015). Acting to reduce the impact
on the ecosystem is therefore necessary and urgent, needing a collective effort,
involving businesses, governments and individuals in the sustainable development
agenda (UN 2002).
Compared to other sectors, at the international level, construction sector
determines a massive consumption of resources, as raw materials, fresh water and
energy. Moreover, this sector causes relevant environmental impacts in terms of
solid waste production and greenhouse gases emissions (UNEP 2013). The
construction sector assumes a key role to make a sustainable development model.
In designing, manufacturing, delivering, using, recovering and disposing
products, the promising strategy must include at the same time a decrease of
resources’ consumption and a reduction of waste production. With a life cycle
perspective, the totality of environmental impacts is considered in the analysis,
with a long-term time horizon and a multidimensional view (Mazzi 2020). Going
beyond the linear perspective of use-consumption-disposal, the circular economy
represents the modern approach that permits to move from “cradle to grave” to
“cradle to cradle”, in which the products at the end-of-life can represent the
starting point for new products as secondary raw materials (EC 2015).
Figure 1 represents the new approach proposed by the European action plan
on circular economy through life cycle perspective.
In the perspective to reduce waste quantity and to prefer as possible reuse,
recovery and recycle, the European Directive 2008/98/EC on waste (Waste
Framework Directive) establishes a new waste hierarchy of waste management
(EU 2008). As shown in Figure 2, the waste hierarchy refers to the 5 steps
representing a priority order set among waste prevention and management options.
First of all, the most effective solution consists in waste minimization, with
preventive actions in a product design stage; secondly, reuse using something
again it must be considered; as third alternative, recycling can convert waste
materials into new materials and objects; then, recovery and disposal represent the
last chances in a modern approach of waste management.
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Figure 1. Circular Economy Approach in a Life Cycle Perspective

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/news/making-waste-thing-past

Figure 2 European Waste Hierarchy

Source: https://epthinktank.eu/2017/05/29/circular-economy-package-four-legislative-proposals-onwaste-eu-legislation-in-progress/waste_hierarchy/

In the last decade, the CDW has been identified as priority area in which to
intervene to improve environmental performance. CDWs have a high recovery
potential and they can represent real resources as construction materials, thus
allowing to avoid the exploitation of natural resources.
CDW includes materials derived by construction, expansion, restoration,
reconstruction, modification, and demolition of buildings or other infrastructures.
As in the Decision of European Commission 2000/532/CE, CDW is made up of
several types of products, often very heterogeneous (EC 2000):
-

concrete, tiles, bricks, ceramics;
wood, plastic, glass;
bituminous mixtures, asphalt, tar;
excavation materials (including those from contaminated sites), rocks,
materials from dredging;
- insulating materials;
- building materials containing asbestos;
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- gypsum-based building materials;
- other construction materials.
According to data provided by European reports (EC 2011), the potential
reuse/recycle of CDW is included from 10% to 90%. Based on the indications
from the European Waste Framework Directive (EU 2008), by 2020, 70% by
weight of non-hazardous materials of construction and demolition sites must be
reused or recycled or recovered, and the landfilling is to be avoided. Reuse and
recycle of CDW is made necessary above all by the pauperization of natural
resources and, secondly, by the limited space availability for landfilling.
Valorization of wastes in a circular economy approach brings both
environmental and economic benefits. For this reason, innovative technologies for
separation and recycling of CDW are being developed (EU 2018a).
However, although the European policies have introduced very ambitious
CDW recovery targets, the performance of European countries is very different
today, and in some countries, including Italy, the current CDW recovery capacity
is less than 10% in weight (EC 2011).
CDW Management in Scientific Literature
Coherently with European recommendations of waste hierarchy, through an
ad-hoc literature review it is possible to verify how CDW management actions are
preferred at theoretical and practical level.
The following considerations derive from the analysis of the main papers
recently published in scientific journals concerning this topic (Ajayi et al. 2017, Ju
et al. 2016, Martinez et al. 2013, Martinez et al. 2016, Saghafi and Teshnizi 2011,
Sandin et al. 2014, Vasquez et al. 2016).
Moreover, possible solutions for recovery, reuse and recycling of CDW are
summarized from the European guidelines published in the last few years (EC
2011, Ecorys 2016, EU 2018a, 2018b).
Possible End-of-Life Scenarios of Buildings
Scientific literature agrees that possible end-of-life scenarios of a building are
renovation, recycling and demolition.
i. Renovation
It is the more efficient solution to reduce environmental impacts, because
most of the materials in situ are used for other scenarios. The starting structure
is kept intact, while the construction works are limited to modify and improve
the building’s function. With reference of European waste hierarchy
represented in Figure 2, the renovation corresponds to “preparing for reuse”.
This solution is frequently preferable, especially in densely urbanized areas
such as European cities. However, building renovation too produces CDWs
that could be recovered in a circular perspective, but frequently wastes from
renovation activities are not separately collected, then they are removed
without recovery.
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Building recycling

It represents the second possible scenario. To be effective, it should already be
planned in the building design phase, in order to make the correct separation
of the materials for their recovery during the demolition phase. In other
words, in building end-of-life the recycling is a real opportunity only if there
is a design for recycling. Building is dismantled, so products and materials are
recovered for other uses in new products or components.
Different recovery solutions are presented in the next subsection.
With reference of European waste hierarchy in Figure 2, the scenario of
building recycling corresponds to “recycling” with “prevention” and in some
case with “preparing for reuse”.
iii.

Demolition

It is the third scenario of building end-of-life. There are two different type of
demolition: selective and conventional.
Selective demolition of building follows the European waste hierarchy and
tries to make the most of the possibility of recovery, reuse and recycling of
demolition materials, in order to minimize the landfilling. There are different
solutions to recover CDW, based on the materials’ characteristics, as
described in the Emerging findings from literature review subsection.
Selective demolition corresponds, in the waste hierarchy in Figure 2, to
solutions “recycling” and “energy recovery”.
On the contrary, conventional demolition implies the landfilling without
waste separation and without any materials’ reuse/recovery option. This
alternative corresponds to the final step of EU waste hierarchy (Figure 2),
“landfilling”, and then it should be the least preferable alternative.
Figure 3. The Circular Economy in Building Sector

Source: WEF 2016
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The emerging approach recommended by the scientific community and
international regulations about the end-of-life scenarios of buildings will be
represented in Figure 3, in which the circular economy represents not only a
chance to reduce the environmental impacts of DCW, but a real opportunity for
economic savings and profit.
Material Recovery in Building Recycling and in Selective Demolition
From scientific considerations and European recommendations, there are
different possible recovery solutions of products and materials derived by
renovation or demolition processes.
a) Product recycling: glass, bricks, beams that can be reused as they are,
without chemical and/or physical treatments; environmental benefits of
this option include raw materials saving and energy saving.
b) Material recycling: materials and components (for example, wooden
beans) that can be recovered with chemical and/or physical treatments and
processing for recycling, in order to obtain adequate performance for the
new use; environmental benefits of this option include raw materials
saving, but imply energy and water consumption.
c) Feedstock recycling: disassembled material that can be treated to make
secondary raw material, so as to replace natural raw material in the
construction phase or in other industrial sectors.
d) Energy recovery: other residual materials that technically cannot be
recovered in other ways; environmental benefits of this solution are very
limited, including only energy recovery through incineration processes.
e) Final disposal with energy recovery: residual materials with chemicalphysical characteristics that prevent recovery and incineration, for safety
and health protection reasons; in this case, the only advantage is a
precaution approach for health risks.
Now, the European waste hierarchy reported in Figure 2 can be rewritten for the
CDW management, as represented in Figure 4; in the inverted pyramid, the
preferable typologies of recovery are those which involve less processing on the
waste products and materials, while energy recovery is to be considered the last
chance to use the CDW.
Emerging Findings from Literature Review
From the literature review, there are several scenarios of building’s end-oflife, and some of these are more coherent with the European waste hierarchy.
Firstly, the design phase represents the most important decisional phase,
because it determines the main environmental impacts of following life cycle
phases, as construction, use and disposal of building.
Secondly, in line with the circular economy, preferable end-of-life scenarios
in terms of recovery materials chances are building renovation, building recycling
and selective demolition.
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However, selective demolition and recycling of CDW are rarely adopted by
companies. These solutions seem to be more theoretical options than actually
achievable actions.
Figure 4. European Waste Hierarchy Rewritten in CDW Management Sector

Source: Authors’ Elaboration.

Methodology
Research Goal and Scope
Focusing on the emerging findings from the literature review, as second
research step a real case study is considered, in order to verify the effective
applicability of recovery/recycling hypotheses previously summarized.
The selected case study is the operational project to realize a family house
located in the north-east of Italy.
Research goals include to verify if there are and if yes, how many are the
environmental and economic benefits in terms of recovery and recycling of CDW
at the building’s end-of-life. Environmental and economic performance of two
alternative solutions of CDW management are compared: conventional demolition
with landfilling of non-selected waste (worst case), and selective demolition with
recovery of selected materials (best case).
Description of Case Study
The building has plan dimensions of 12.50m per 12.50m and maximum
height above ground of 10m. It consists of a basement, two floors above ground
and a small attic. The basement is made of stalls and load-bearing reinforced
concrete walls, and with two internal pillars of reinforced concrete. The supporting
structure in elevation of the ground floor consists of brick masonry with reinforced
concrete beams and curbs, on which the two-pitched wooden roof rests. The first
and second floors are made of laminated wood beams and double crossed wooden
planks, fixed on beams/curbs in reinforced concrete by means of hidden metal
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brackets. The roof consists of 4 triangular trusses in which the struts are made of
coupled wooden beams while the chain consists of the beams of the second and
third floors. The infills of the first and attic floor are made of wood with platformframe panels. The internal walls are in plasterboard, the windows are made of
wood and double glazing. The perimeter walls, the interior walls and the roof are
insulated with insulating materials. The electrical system is concealed with
corrugated plastic protective tubes and copper conductors coated in turn with
insulating plastic material. The heating system has been realized with copper pipes
covered with insulating material, the heating system is on the floor, complete with
insulation panels and plastic pipes. The exhaust system is made of plastic material.
The building is equipped with a photovoltaic system. Sheaths to waterproof roof
and roofs, flashings, gutters and downpipes in aluminum complete the building.
Figure 5 represents the 3D model of the building object of the study.
Figure 5. 3D Model of the Building Object of the Study

Source: Project Documentation of the Case Study.

Research Steps and Methodological Framework
The basic idea of research methodology is the matter balance in a life cycle
perspective: the amount of materials estimated in the design phase to realize the
building corresponds to amount of materials derived by the demolition phase, in
the end-of-life of building. In other words, in the case study, construction materials
in the design phase will represent the CDW at the demolition stage (from cradle to
grave).
Consequently, to analyze the environmental and economic hotspots
associated to conventional and selective demolition of a family house, the
reasoning considers all the components of building construction. As shown in
Figure 6, for the main construction materials the quantity and density will be
considered; consequently, the weight of materials necessary to build the house will
be calculated. Based on the weight of materials, the economic value of materials
constituting the building will be deduced. Then, the costs and revenues of
demolition process will be estimated, in alternative solutions, conventional
demolition (worst case, without material recycling) and selective demolition (best
case, with material recycling).
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Figure 6. Methodological Framework in the Research Case Study

Source: Authors’ Elaboration.

Results
Preliminary Information about the Case Study
Considering project data of case study, the amount of necessary materials to
construct the family house is estimated. These materials will represent also the
CDW in the end-of-life of building, at demolition stage that will be landfilled in
conventional demolition (worst case) and recycled in selective demolition (best
case).
Starting from project documentation of case study, data relating to metric
calculation of family house are summarized in Table 1, specifying the dimensions
of each surface.
Table 8. Metric Calculation of Family House and Dimensions of Surfaces
m2
187.03
74.75
132.25
132.25
69.00
184.00
166.75
144.00

Elements
Coverage
Attic floor
Slab 2
Slab 1
Walls first floor
Walls ground floor
Underground walls
Foundations
Source: Project Documentation of the Case Study.
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Table 9. Volume, Density, Weight and Costs of End-Of-Life Treatments of
Materials Grouped according to the Construction Elements
Construction
elements

Roofing

Slabs (attic,
first floor,
second floor)

Walls
(ground floor
and first
floor)

Underground
and
foundations

Other

Thermal and
heating
systems
Total costs

Materials
Rubble (clay tiles)
Iron and steel
(screws, bolts, nails)
Bituminous sheath
Wood (laminated,
solid, planked)
Insulating materials
(rock wool, vapor
barrier, vapor brake)
Rubble (clay tiles)
Iron and steel
Bituminous sheath
Wood (laminated,
solid, planked)
Insulating materials
Rubble (clay tiles)
Iron and steel
Bituminous sheath
Wood (prefabricated
panels)
Insulating materials
Rubble (clay tiles)
Iron and steel
Bituminous sheath
Lamellar wood
Insulating materials
Hazardous waste
Drywall
PVC plastic (plaster
holder net)
Double glazing
Thermal and
electrical system
Photovoltaic system
-

Volume
(m3)
4.00

Density
(kg/m3)
1,500.00

Weight
(kg)
6,000.00

Cost (€)

0.02

7,850.00

150.00

0.00 *

-

1,200.00

-

-

27.39

600.00

16,434.00

1,972.00

22.44

150.00

3,360.00

1,478.00

9.09
0.02
-

1,500.00
7,850.00
1,200.00

13,635.00
181.80
-

2,045.00
0.00 *
-

42.38

600.00

25,428.00

3,051.00

97.80
46.00
5.85
-

150.00
1,500.00
7,850.00
1,200.00

14,670.00
69,000.00
4,600.00
-

6,454.00
10,350.00
0.00 *
-

17,25

600.00

10,350.00

1,242.00

25.65
112.58
1.53
1.25
54.70
2.50
2.83

150.00
1,500.00
7,850.00
1,200.00
600,00
150.00
650.00
760.00

3,847.50
168,870.00
12,087.00
1,500.00
8,205.00
1,625.00
2,151.50

1,692.00
25,330.00
0.00 *
540.00
3,610.00
195.00
839.00

0.09

1,400.00

126.00

49.00

0.42

2,600.00

1,073.00

129.00

n.r. **

n.r. **

n.r. **

3,500.00

n.r. **
-

n.r. **
-

n.r. **
-

240.00
63,616.00

900.00

*materials conventionally recovered by demolition company (not landfilled)
**not applicable: the cost is estimated per piece unit
Source: Authors’ Estimates from Project Documentation of Case Study.

Costs of CDW Treatment in Conventional Demolition (Worst Case)
Knowing the thicknesses of various construction components, the quantities
of materials used in the construction phase in various construction elements are
calculated. On the base of materials’ density in average value, their weight is also
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obtained. Based on the quantities of materials used, the economic value of building
materials at the demolition phase is defined.
Estimated volumes and costs are shown in Table 2. It is notable that, even if
the conventional demolition supposes a non-selected collection of CDW to send it
to landfilling, realistically it is necessary to assume that iron and steel will be
selected and recovery in the case study, because their recovery and resale in
recycling market is convenient in the Italian context.
The summa of costs associated to the CDW management in conventional
demolition of the case study (worst case) is reported in Table 3. Overall costs
include: costs of materials’ landfilling (derived by Table 2), costs for disposal of
non-recycled materials (estimated by considering the materials in Table 2 and
including both the costs for landfilling services and transportation to landfill), the
costs of labor for demolition operations (estimated by considering the mean of
labor’s cost in the north-Italy and including the costs to make safety of the area
during the demolition period), and the revenues of recovered materials (derived by
Table 2).
Table 3. Overall Costs Related to Conventional Demolition (Worst Case)
Type of costs
Costs for disposal of non-recycled materials (included transport)
Costs of labor for demolition (about 20 man days)
Revenues of recovered materials
Total costs

Costs (€)
about 69,000
about 4,800
about 73,800

Source: Estimation of Authors.

Costs and Benefits of CDW Treatment in Selective Demolition with Recovery and
Recycling of Materials (Best Case)
With a circular perspective, most of the materials obtained from building
demolition, if recovered in the demolition process, can become a profit rather than
a cost. Obviously, recovery is only possible if effective material separation
systems are adopted during demolition operations on site: this is possible if the
building has been designed considering selective demolition techniques.
Moreover, the selective demolition necessarily requires a much longer time than
demolition without recovery.
It is difficult to exactly quantify the environmental and economic benefits
associated with demolition with recovery. However, thanks to the scientific
literature, it is possible to draw a summary of the main economic and
environmental advantages associated with selective demolition (Marrero et al.
2017, Marzouk and Azab 2014, Ramage et al. 2017, Rodriguez et al. 2016, Vieira
and Pereira 2015). Table 4 synthesizes the main potential environmental and
economic advantages derived by a recovery and recycling of CDW related to the
case study.
Summarizing the overall costs related the CDW management in the case of
selective demolition (best case), the values obtained are shown in Table 5, in
which are included: the costs for disposal of non-recycled materials (derived by
Table 4 and including both the costs for landfilling services and transportation to
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landfill), the costs of labor for selective demolition operations (estimated by
considering the mean of labor’s cost in the north-Italy and including the costs to
make safety of the area during the demolition period), and the revenues of
recovered materials (derived by Table 4 and based on the Italian market price).
From the comparison of data in Tables 3 and 5, we can underline that the time
needed to carry out selective demolition is about four times longer than
conventional demolition. On the other hand, the revenues associated to sale of
recyclable materials are significantly higher than the cost of labor.
Table 4. Potential Benefits from Reuse/Recycle of CDW of Family House
Reusable/
recyclable
materials

Steel

Avoided
waste
treatment
processes

Treatment of
materials with
resins, paints,
glues

Wood

Insulating
materials: rock
& glass wool,
polyurethane

Concrete and
inert materials

Total recovery
of material

Pulverization

Separation and
crushing

Harmful fibers
emissions, raw
material saving

Significant raw
material saving

Composite
insulating panels
with variable %
of recycled
material

New products
with
performance
dependent of %
of recycled
materials

Avoiding the
extraction of the
virgin one,
reduction of
fossil fuel
consumption,
and CO2
emissions
100%
recyclable
material, with
maintenance of
the chemicalphysical
properties

Avoided
environmental
impacts

Raw material
saving

Products
made with
recycled
material

Products made
with recycled
material with
lower
performance

Economic
benefits
from
recovery/
recycling

Economic
benefits by
sale of
recycled
material
Costs saving in
raw material
purchasing

Economic
benefits by sale
of recycled
material
Costs saving in
raw material
purchasing

Costs saving in
raw material
purchasing

Relevant waste
treatment costs
savings

Economic
costs from
recovery/
recycling

Products made
with recycled
material with
lower
performance

Processing of
recycled
material
requiring high
energy
consumption

Complex
recycling
processes
requiring high
costs

Low processing
costs

Source: Elaboration of Authors from Case Study and referenced scientific papers.
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Table 5. Overall Costs Related to Selective Demolition (Best Case)
Type of Costs
Costs for disposal of non-recycled materials (included transport)
Costs of labor for demolition (about 80 man days)
Revenues of recovered materials
Total costs

Costs (€)
about 3,000
about 19,200
about 50,000
(80,000) *
about - 27,800
(- 57,800) *

*revenues dependent on the variability of market value of recyclable materials
Source: Estimation of Authors.

Discussion
For the case study the costs and revenues of the two alternatives, conventional
demolition (worst case) and selective demolition (best case), are compered, giving
an economic value to disposal and recovery opportunities listed in the previous
subsections.
In Figure 7, the main costs and revenues related to demolition solutions are
compared. The conventional demolition (worst case, orange bars) determines only
costs to manage the demolition waste. On the contrary, the selective demolition
(best case, green bars) determines also revenues, related the sale of recovered
materials. The balance of economic costs is evidently favorable to the selective
demolition, even if the time of demolition is double.
It should be emphasized that we have not assigned an economic value to the
environmental impacts deriving from the failure to recover the materials. If you
give economic value to environmental impacts, the results are extremely
supportive of selective demolition.
Figure 7. Comparison of Costs and Revenues Related Conventional and Selective
Demolition

Source: Authors’ Elaboration.
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Finally, in order to understand the relevance of costs and revenues related the
conventional and selective demolition, it is interesting to consider the price of the
house on market. The reference adopted to define the market price of family house
is the value per m2 in the real estate market in the north-east of Italy: considering a
new building in energy class A, the market value varies from € 1,100 to € 1,200
per m2. In our case study, the size of family house is 340.50 m2, of which 273 of
ground floor, first and attic, and 134 of basement that for cost evaluation is halved.
Then, the market value of family house is around € 370,000.
Figure 8 shows the balance of overall costs and revenues of building
demolition, compared to market price of family house. The costs associated to
conventional demolition (worst case, orange bars) amount to about 20% of the
market price of family house. On the contrary, the selective demolition (best case,
green bars) potentially allows revenue of about 7.5% of house’s market price.
Clearly, this hypothesis can only be effectively explored if a selective demolition
has been planned during the design phase, i.e. the building elements are easily
disassembled and the CDW materials can be easily differentiated.
Figure 8. Comparison between Costs/Revenues of Conventional and Selective
Demolition and Sale Price of the Family House

Source: Authors’ Elaboration.

Conclusions
As a rule, already during the construction phase of a building, 10% by volume
of materials becomes waste, which generally without too many scruples is taken to
landfill without making any separation. Even the use phase of a building
contributes to reducing the consumption of resources, in particular energy
consumption, thanks to structural solutions and choices of materials that allow
energy efficiency. However, the most significant contribution of CDW production
is given by the end-of-life phase of a building: its demolition. Therefore, in order
to pursue the goal of CDW recovery it is necessary to resort to strategies that allow
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the improvement of the efficiency of the end-of-life of buildings already in the
design phase.
Some solutions proposed in the literature are the possibility of disassembling
the building and the lean construction. Using prefabricated structures is a costeffective alternative from both an environmental and economic point of view, as it
reduces costs and lead times and reduces material waste by approximately 50%.
The environmental impacts of the building life cycle could be further reduced
if the structural components of the building were designed to be reusable.
Furthermore, to ensure the recovery of materials, labeling systems should be
introduced, so as to ensure optimal reuse after the deconstruction or demolition
phase.
Results related to the research case study demonstrate that a sustainable
management of demolition waste can also represent an important economic
advantage, since the end-of-life landfilling of CDW without recovery or recycling
involves at least 20% of the purchase value of a house.
On the contrary, a selective demolition, that favors the recovery and recycling
of materials in line with the circular economy, would entail undoubted
environmental advantages but also evident economic benefits: there is the
possibility of reducing demolition costs and obtaining further revenues from sale
of recycling materials, even if the time needed to carry out a selective demolition
is about four times longer than a conventional demolition.
Selective demolition is a technique to manage the end-of-life of building that
has both environmental and economic advantages. However, it must be prepared
from the planning stages, to be effectively applicable at the end-of-life of building.
Although there are solutions to reduce waste and to increase the possibility of
recovery and recycling of materials, conventional demolition is often preferred to
deconstruction techniques or selective demolition. In fact, companies limit
themselves to evaluating the practical aspect, and identify in the conventional
demolition the least expensive, fastest and most expensive solution, without
evaluating related environmental impacts and potential economic advantages
associated with material recovery.
The chances of recovery and recycling of CDW are constantly evolving, there
are more and more research in this area. The international community and the
European Union are investing great resources to develop innovative solutions in
recovering and recycling of construction materials, pursuing the dual objective:
reducing the waste production and reducing raw materials extraction.
Therefore, this topic will have a growing interest, both at scientific and at
enterprise level, because the prospects to develop knowledge and technology are
promising, and the applications in construction sector are convenient both
environmentally and economically.
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How do Companies Engage in Cooperation on
Product and Process Innovation in the Context of the
Transformation to an Industry 4.0?
By Pascal Boer* & Ditmar Ihlenburg‡
The transformation to an Industry 4.0, which is in general seen as a solution to
increasing market challenges, is forcing companies to radically change their
way of thinking and to be open to new forms of cooperation. In this context, the
opening-up of the innovation process is widely seen as a necessity to meet these
challenges, especially for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The aim of the
study therefore is to analyze how cooperation today can be characterized, how
this character has changed since the establishment of the term Industry 4.0 at
Hanover Fair in 2011 and which cooperation strategies have proven successful.
The analysis consists of a quantitative, secondary data analysis that includes
country-specific data from 35 European countries of 2010 and 2016 collected
by the European Commission and the OECD. The research, focusing on the
secondary sector, shows that multinational enterprises MNEs still tend to
cooperate more than SMEs, with a slight overall trend towards protectionism.
Nevertheless, there is a clear tendency towards the opening-up of SMEs. In this
regard, especially universities, competitors and suppliers have become
increasingly attractive as cooperation partners for SMEs.
Keywords: Collaboration, Cooperation, Industry 4.0, Innovation, MNE,
Network, SME.

Introduction
The research area Industry 4.0 has been extensively studied in recent years.
Industry 4.0 – the so-called 4th industrial revolution – is thereby largely seen as a
solution to the increasing challenges companies are facing (e.g. the internationallization of competition, increasing market complexity and uncertainty, shortening
product lifecycles, increasing changes in customer values and trends towards
individualization) (Batz et al. 2018, Vassiliadis 2017, Reichwald and Piller 2009).
According to Vassiliadis, Industry 4.0 will in this context provide new
opportunities to meet these increasing challenges for companies (Vassiliadis
2017).
The term Industry 4.0 was described by the Plattform Industrie 4.0 as “the
reform and reorganization of value chains to a networked coordination” (Platform
Industrie 4.0 2015). This intelligent cooperation between suppliers, producers
and customers is based on new information and communications technologies
(ICT) and is designed to enhance the value of cooperation (Saniuk and Saniuk
*
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2018, Felser et al. 2015). According to Baum, Kieninger and Kagermann, these
ICT and -related methods, e.g. Cyber-Physical Systems, Big Data Analytics and
Machine Learning, enable internal and external knowledge to be used to create and
enhance innovations (Kieninger et al. 2015, Baum 2013, Kagerman et al. 2013).
Following Châlons and Dufft, innovativeness represents an essential challenge
in the context of the digitalization (Châlons and Dufft 2016). Anyway, this is not a
new insight. Schumpeter had already stated at the beginning of the 20th century
that innovations are drivers for growth and economic success (Schumpeter 1934).
According to Reichwald and Piller, innovation is even becoming increasingly
important (Reichwald and Piller 2009). Efforts in research and development
(R&D) are urgently needed to achieve temporary monopolistic profits and gain
global competitiveness (Semolic and Steyn 2018, Gassmann 2006). In this context,
a shift away from classical internal R&D activities towards external R&D
activities could already be observed in the early 2000s (Christensen et al. 2005,
Rigby and Zook 2002).
Required competences and resources for innovations, such as cognitive skills
and expertise as well as capacities are, according to Schikora, usually not available
in adequate quantities in-house (Schikora 2014). Companies are therefore advised
to be open to external innovations and establish alliances with peers and clusters
(Batz et al. 2018, Christensen et al. 2005, Rigby and Zook 2002). The opening-up
of the innovation process can, according to Gassmann, be considered an empirical
trend (Gassmann 2006). Open Innovation, a method of innovation management, is
a corresponding approach that not only relies on knowledge and skills of the
internal R&D department, but also uses external resources (Piller et al. 2017).
Open Innovation, which was defined by Chesbrough in 2003, describes the
usage of knowledge inflows and outflows to accelerate innovation (Chesbrough
2003). According to Chesbrough, this refers to a strategy that allows the systematic
use of open search and tendering methods or new forms of cooperation with
external partners to integrate external knowledge (Chesbrough 2006). Kolk et al.
take this concept even further to a hyper cooperation with several cooperation
partners in ecosystems (Kolk et al. 2017).
Following Schikora, the implementation of new Industry 4.0 technologies,
especially Big Data Analytics, could support the creation of innovations on a
completely new scale (Schikora 2014). Big Data Analytics, which essentially
relies on the analysis of a large amount of structured and unstructured data
provided by cyber physical systems, recently enjoys great attention and is widely
seen as the next threshold of innovative value creation (Baum 2013, Kagermann
2013).
The real-time analysis of a big amount of data is intended to be used for the
development of innovation ideas and designs, the identification of potential
partners and supporting the decision-making process (Baum 2013, Kagermann
2013). Co-creation under the banner of Big Data illustrates the key importance of
value networks, in which companies operate in complex network of
interconnections and relationships involving a variety of stakeholders (Del
Vecchio et al. 2017). The realization of this vision is, however, still hampered by
several barriers that have to be dealt with (Ezell 2018).
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Following a study of Ezell in 2018, many manufacturers, in particular SMEs,
simply lack the know-how on where to start with the implementation of Industry
4.0 technologies (Ezell 2018). The implementation of these technologies
fundamentally depends, in accordance to Kane et al., on the digital maturity of the
company (Kane et al. 2017). Corresponding maturity models that focus on
supporting companies to achieve a higher level of digital maturity are currently
very popular for implementing Industry 4.0 in a step-by-step improvement process
(Mettler 2011).
The study by Mittal et al. from 2018, which examines current maturity models
regarding the requirements of SMEs, shows significant deficits in the suitability of
the examined maturity models for SMEs and furthermore reveals a gap in the
corresponding field of research (Mittal et al. 2018). Two major deficits were
identified within this study (Mettler 2011, Bischoff et al. 2015). (1) Maturity
models focus MNEs and supports SMEs only slightly towards the implementation
of Industry 4.0. (2) No maturity model has fulfilled the requirements of SMEs by
considering alliances and cooperation as a factor of maturity. Similar deficits in the
field of research of innovation for SMEs were identified by West, Boger and
Hossain (Hossain 2015, West and Boger 2014).
This knowledge gap related to SMEs is controversial, as SMEs play an
important role in economic value creation (Müller et al. 2017). SMEs comprise
over 99% of all businesses in the European Union which create a gross valueadded share of about 50% of the total European economy (Müller et al. 2017,
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie 2014). According to Müller et al.,
SMEs require a unique strategy in the implementation of Industry 4.0 due to
fundamental differences compared to MNEs in terms of structure, processes and
the availability of resources (Müller et al. 2017).
This study therefore focuses on the analysis of cooperation of SMEs and
MNEs with their cooperation partners in order to meet this identified research gap.
Following research questions (RQ) are to be examined within the paper:
 RQ1: How can cooperation between companies and their partners be characterized
based on the entered cooperation?
 RQ2: How has the character of cooperation changed since the establishment of
the term Industry 4.0?
 RQ3: Do companies intensify their efforts in the field of intellectual property (IP)
protection when cooperating and which strategies are successful in terms of value
creation?

The aim is to examine the character of cooperation between companies and
their partners (e.g. customers, suppliers and universities) and how the character has
changed since the establishment of the term Industry 4.0 at the Hanover Fair in
2011. Furthermore, the study aims to identify if companies intensify their efforts in
IP protection when cooperating and which cooperation strategies are successful in
terms of value added.
For this purpose, the literature is to be reviewed with regard to indications
of the characteristics of cooperation and then to be compiled in scientifically
verifiable hypotheses. Then, country-specific data collected by the European
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Commission and the OECD will be examined using a correlation analysis and a
regression analysis to examine the relationship between defined variables and
the change of its characteristics. This includes the latest available data from 35
European countries from 2010 and 2016.

Literature Review
The ability to innovate is a key challenge in the age of digitization (Châlons
and Dufft 2016). In this context, the availability of constantly improving ICT as
well as the change in values in the world of business and society are creating
increasing competitive pressure on companies (Piller and Reichwald 2009).
According to Châlons and Dufft, a radical change in mindset must now take
place in which companies must revise their conventional ways of thinking and
interacting as well as their traditional management approaches and mechanisms
(Châlons and Dufft 2016). New forms of cooperation and leadership are necessary
to leverage innovative forces within companies (Châlons and Dufft 2016). In this
context, according to Semolic and Steyn, MNEs will not exclusively dominate the
markets, which offer space for innovative SMEs to become global players
(Semolic and Steyn 2018). Thereby, different reasons arise for companies to
deepen or reduce the establishment of cooperation.
General Reasons for Companies to Participate in Cooperation
Overall, a trend towards opening-up the innovation process can be observed
according to Gassmann et al. (Gassmann et al. 2010). Following Semolic and
Steyn, companies are increasingly participating in cooperative projects to reduce
their associated R&D costs and risks and at the same time increase their own
innovativeness (Semolic and Steyn 2018).
Piller summarizes the increase in efficiency and effectiveness of an open
innovation process in four aspects (Piller 2004). Besides the reduction of
development costs (“Cost-to-market”) and the period from development to market
launch (“Time-to-market”) cooperating can also lead to an increase in market
acceptance (“Fit-to-market”) and the level of novelty or attractiveness (“New-tomarket”) of an innovation (Piller 2004). For example, Procter and Gamble was
able to improve the success rate of its products by 50% and its R&D efficiency by
60% through their cooperation approach (Enkel et al. 2009). Furthermore,
companies can increase their strategic flexibility and gain access to new knowledge
(Gassmann 2006). As a result, companies that do not participate in cooperation
and miss out on these advantages are confronted with serious disadvantages (Enkel
et al. 2009).
Nevertheless, there are numerous risks and arguments against an
intensification of cooperation. The results of the study by Enkel et al., in which
107 European companies were interviewed, reveal that companies are primarily
inhibited to cooperate by risks such as the loss of knowledge, higher costs of
coordination, the loss of self-control and higher complexity. This coincides with
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Dahlander and Gann, according to which companies that rely too heavily on
external resources become dependent on their external partners and may be faced
with hidden costs of communication and control (Dahlander and Gann 2010,
Stuermer et al. 2009). In addition, the study of Enkel et al. identifies significant
barriers, including difficulties in finding suitable partners and lack of time and
financial resources (Enkel et al. 2009). According to the broad literature, the
degree of participating in cooperation differs greatly among small and large
companies (West and Boger 2014, Vossen 1998, Acs and Audretsch 1990).
Specific Reasons for Cooperation with regard to Company Size
Cooperation strategies and becoming part of global value chains are often the
only opportunity for SMEs to compensate their deficits in innovativeness (Batz et
al. 2018, Zeng et al. 2010). SMEs are by their nature hampered in their innovation
capacity by a deficit of financial resources, restricted ability to recruit skilled
employees, inadequate control structures, limited access to ICT, lack of external
partners and small portfolios (Batz et al. 2018). Employees in SMEs, for example,
are deeply involved in the everyday operative business which leaves little time and
space for creativity towards innovation (Meroño and López 2013, Nieves et al.
2016). Following Spithoven et al., cooperating can address these challenges by
increasing the chances for SMEs to launch new products or services (Spithoven et
al. 2013). Although there are several reasons for deepening cooperation for SMEs,
there are also reasons for not intensifying cooperation.
Following Hossain, SMEs tend to be less active in open innovation compared
to MNEs due to their specific attributes in terms of structure, strategy and
resources, such as capital (Hossain 2015). Open innovation, for example,
constitutes a long and cost-intensive process that often involves hidden transaction
costs (Hossain 2015). In accordance to the transaction cost theory such hidden
costs for instance consist of costs for the exchange of information, negotiations on
transactions and contracts as well as for the monitoring and implementation of
agreements (Rao 2003). According to Batz et al., SMEs, despite the lack of
resources, often do not align their internal structures to avoid medium or long-term
failures (Batz et al. 2018). Moreover, most SMEs do not follow a systematic
innovation process (O’Regan et al. 2006). Cooperation would therefore lead to a
limitation of the requirements demanded by SMEs for flexible structures and
processes.
However, cooperation is of special importance for MNEs due to higher
competitive pressure and more complex organisational structure compared to
SMEs (Zypries 2017). MNEs, thanks to their resources and structures, are able to
build up diversified innovation portfolios and spread risks through cooperation
(Van de Vrande et al. 2009).
Nevertheless, there are also reasons why MNEs should not intensify their
cooperative alliances. Müller et al. states that large companies are often considered
too powerful to be a business partner (Müller et al. 2017). Furthermore, internal
R&D departments represent strategic assets that lead to entry barriers for potential
competitors (Van de Vrande et al. 2009). In addition to these reasons for and
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against the intensification of cooperation, cooperative activities can also be
distinguished with regard to the external partner and their significance for
cooperation (Ceccagnoli et al. 2010, Teirlinck et al. 2010).
Suitable Partners for Cooperation
West and Boger reviewed the literature for sources of external knowledge and
identified them in supplier, customer, competitor and university communities
(West and Boger 2014). In this context, especially suppliers and universities have
been mentioned as important cooperation partners in the literature.
Suppliers as partner of cooperation can improve the success of innovation by
applying their specialized competences (Dahlander and Gann 2010). According to
Hagedoorn, especially an early integration of suppliers can increase the innovative
success (Hagedoorn 1993). Furthermore, universities are considered to be an
important source of new knowledge, which has a considerable influence on the
productivity of R&D activities (Cohen et al. 2002). Although cooperation entails
multiple advantages, cooperating can result in serious strategic risks.
Opening-up the innovation process means that knowledge may also be
released externally and used by others (Dahlander and Gann 2010). Patents are in
theory one way of protecting intellectual property in this regard. Nevertheless, in
the case of cooperation, it is very difficult to allocate and protect intellectual
property, especially when there are weak regional IP rights (Baldwin and Henkel
2014, Dahlander and Gann 2010).
Hypotheses
All in all, a broad spectrum of literature was reflected within the literature
review. For this purpose, 65 relevant papers and scientific articles were identified
within the literature research and then used to indicate the character of
cooperation. The following section deals with compiling the characteristics of
cooperation in scientifically valid hypotheses to capture the research questions and
goals posed in section 1. In order to derive hypotheses, the qualitative indications
from the literature review regarding the character of cooperation are settled in a
hypotheses construct (see Figure 1).
Figure 1 shows the hypothesis construct that is to be examined within the
paper. The linkages shown in Figure 1 represent the defined hypotheses based
on which the cooperation between companies in terms linear correlation will be
examined. The construct is to be seen in such a way that the positive
mathematical operator (+) refer to positive correlation and the negative
operator (–) to negative correlation in arrow direction.
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Figure 1. Hypotheses Construct and Framework for the Analysis

The variables are derived from the defined research questions and the
selected secondary data and are transferred to the following hypotheses based
on the evidence from the literature:
 H1: The percentage of companies cooperating in any type is decreasing with
company size.
 H2: The percentage of companies cooperating with suppliers is decreasing with
company size.
 H3: The percentage of companies cooperating with customers is decreasing with
company size.
 H4: The percentage of companies cooperating with governance is decreasing with
company size.
 H5: The percentage of companies cooperating with university is decreasing with
company size.
 H6: The percentage of companies using IP rights is decreasing with company
size.
 H7: The value added per GDP is increasing with company size.
 H8: The percentage of companies received public funding is decreasing with
company size.
 H9: The expenditure on innovation per GDP is increasing with company size.
 H10: The percentage of companies using IP rights is increasing with the
percentage of companies cooperating (any cooperation).
 H11: The value added per GDP is increasing with the percentage of companies
cooperating (any cooperation).
 H12: The percentage of companies received public funding is increasing with the
percentage of companies cooperating (any cooperation).
 H13: The expenditure on innovation per GDP is increasing with the percentage of
companies cooperating (any cooperation).
 H14: The value added per GDP is increasing with the expenditure on innovation
per GDP.
 H15: The percentage of companies using IP rights is increasing with the
expenditure on innovation per GDP.
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 H16: The expenditure on innovation per GDP is increasing with the percentage of
companies received public funding.
 H17: The value added per GDP is increasing with the percentage of companies
received public funding.
 H18: The value added per GDP is increasing with the percentage of companies
using IP rights.

In the following, a correlation analysis is carried out to answer these
hypotheses in terms of gaining information regarding RQ1 and RQ3 concerning
the characteristics and change of cooperation. In this context, H1 to H5 correspond
to RQ1 and H6 to H18 apply for RQ3. The aim is to find significant correlation
between the defined variables in order to deduce the cooperative characteristics. In
addition, a regression analysis is used to address RQ2 and to show how the
character of cooperation has changed within the last years.
After the scientific literature has been examined with regard to cooperation
and valid scientific hypotheses have been defined, a description of the methods
used as well as the results is given next.

Methodology
Based on the literature review, different incentives for SMEs and MNEs to
deepen or reduce the establishment of cooperation can be considered. This section
therefore tends to examine a suitable research method and sources for clarifying
the mentioned thematic. Subsequently, relevant data must be collected and
evaluated. Based on the evaluated data the research questions are then attempted to
be answered.
Framework
Regarding the focus on SMEs, a paper of Piccarozzi is consulted that analysis
the existing literature on the subject of Industry 4.0 for SMEs. According to this
study, 45% of the empirical studies are quantitative studies, with almost 80% of
these studies being conducted on individual countries only (Piccarozzi et al 2018).
In order to address this gap in the field of research this paper will be applied in the
form of a quantitative study among European countries.
The framework for this study is given in the secondary analysis of cooperative
and financial data of 35 European countries in the years of 2010 and 2016. This
period covers the last data collection before the establishment of the term of
Industry 4.0 in 2011 and the data of 2016 representing the latest data on this
thematic and country-specific focus.
Data Sample
Database for this approach comprises the statistical databases Eurostat and
OECD Statistic of the European Commission and the OECD. In total, 73 datasets
with various data, including cooperative and financial data, were generated and
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converted into one master dataset. Within the study, 35 European countries are
covered, which represents the maximum number of European countries with
available data at the time of data collection. The study focuses on the secondary
sector. This selection assumes of Tjahjono and Van de Vrande et al. according to
which Industry 4.0 will initially and mostly impact on manufacturing (Tjahjono et
al. 2017, Van de Vrande et al. 2009). In this context, the data belongs to process
and product innovative SMEs and MNEs without a specific focus on a certain
phase in value creation. In regard to the separation of companies in SMEs and
MNEs a classification of the collected data is conducted based on the categorization
of the European Commission.
The widely used categorization of companies, as defined by the European
Commission, is based on company size, turnover and profit (European Commission
2014). Accordingly, companies are considered small if they count a maximum of
49 employees and a turnover and profit of less than 10 million euro. Medium-sized
enterprises are characterized by 50 to 249 employees and a turnover of 10 to 50
and a profit of 10 to 43 million euros.
Anyway, the classification of companies in the paper is based on the practical
approach of the European Commission. Based on this practical approach of the
European Commission, only the number of employees is considered as
classification factor for data analysis.
Measure Methods
The selection of a variable for measuring the characteristics of cooperation is
based in particular on the study of Michelino et al. (Michelino et al. 2014). Within
this study, appropriate measurement methods for openness are identified and
evaluated from literature.
On this basis, the intensity of cooperation – the share of companies that
cooperate – is chosen for the main characterization of cooperation. This measure
can be very easily derived from the selected secondary data and has, compared to
monetary measures, the advantage that there are primary conclusions about
cooperation. In addition, cooperation is also to be determined based on financial
data, such as expenditure on R&D and value added. This is done in accordance of
RQ3 which is intended to measure the economic success of cooperation. Thereby,
expenses on R&D are used in relation to GDP which is, according to Michelino et
al., a common measure used for the innovation performance of European countries
(Michelino et al. 2014). Similarly, value added is also used in relation to GDP in
order to obtain standardized variables. In addition, the share of companies that
received funding or applied for IP protections are quantified. This is done to clarify
the questions whether financial incentives encourage companies to cooperate and
if companies intense their efforts for IP protection when cooperating.
Data Analysis
Firstly, the data is analyzed based on a correlation analysis of the defined
variables to verify the posed hypotheses. In addition, this is a suitable method for
carrying out fundamental research, since there is a lack of research in this field.
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Within the correlation analysis, all variables are to be checked pairwise for
correlations and the results are to be shown in a correlation matrix. Due to the
given metric and ordinal data of the dataset the Pearson as well as the Spearman
correlation coefficient is used. The respective correlations are to be tested for
significance using a one-sided p-value test with an error probability of 5%.
Additionally, an examination of the changes in the degree of cooperation
between the years 2010 and 2016 is carried out. A box plot diagram is to be
used to show these changes on the basis of different cooperation partners.
In addition, this change is to be analyzed based on company size. For this
purpose, a regression analysis is applied. Based on the data of 2010 and 2016,
the regression gradients for these years are to be compared. Therefore, the
regression gradients will first be normalized using the standard adjustment for
the dependent and independent variables and then be compared.

Results
The results of the correlation analysis are shown in Table 1. Within this
correlation matrix, the first column represents the Spearman correlation coefficient
between the tested variables, whereas the remaining values show of Pearson
correlation coefficients. The values show predominantly positive correlations with,
however, different significances.
The shares of companies cooperating in 2010 and 2016 show a highly
significant positive correlation with company size, based on Spearman correlation
coefficients of 0.730 and 0.633. Similarly, the correlation coefficients between the
percentage of companies that cooperated with various partners (enterprises in
group, suppliers, customers, competitors, universities and government) during
these years and company size show positive values with highest significance (pvalue lower than 0.1%). The share of companies received public funding in 2016
also correlates positively with company size (Spearman correlation coefficient of
0.212), even if only moderate significantly. Another significant linear correlation
exists between the percentage of companies received European Union funding in
2016 and company size (0.272), whereas there is a high positive correlation
between central government funding and company size in 2016 (0.325). There are
also highly significant, positive correlations between expenditure on innovation
per GDP and company size (0.628), as well as in-house (0.618) and external R&D
expenditure per GDP (0.605) with company size in 2016. The share of companies
that use any form of IP rights is also highly significant and positively related to
company size (0.607), as are value added per GDP (0.803) and turnover per GDP
(0.818) of 2016.
Furthermore, there is a highly significant, positive correlation between the the
share of companies that received public funding in 2016 and the percentage of
companies cooperating at any type (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.394). The
correlation coefficient between expenditure on innovation per GDP in 2016 and
the percentage of companies that cooperated at any type is positive and highly
significant (0.443), as well as the percentage of companies used any form of IP
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right protections (0.539) and value added per GDP (0.448) with percentage of
companies cooperated.
Beyond that, there is also a positive and highly significant correlation between
the expenditure for innovations per GDP and the share of companies that use any
type of IP right protections (0.453) as well as value added per GDP (0.604) in 2016.
Despite these findings, there is no significant correlation between the
percentage of companies that received public funding and expenditure on
innovations per GDP (Pearson correlation of 0.103). There is also no significant
correlation between the percentage of companies that received public funding and
value added per GDP (0.098).
Lastly, there is a high significant, positive correlation between value added
per GDP in 2016 and the percentage of companies that cooperate at any type
(correlation coefficient of 0.432). This is also the last relevant correlation for
answering the first research question and for the posed hypotheses.
The results of the correlation analysis on the basis of the assumed statistical pvalue of 5 percent lead to the following hypotheses being accepted and rejected.
Regarding hypotheses H1 to H6 and H8, a significant correlation between the
variables can be established. But since the direction of this correlation oppose the
tested hypotheses, H1 to H6 and H8 cannot be accepted. Hypotheses H7 and H9 to
H15 as well as H18, however, can be accepted under the defined error probability.
The correlations for H16 and H17 do not show sufficient significance,
according to which neither the hypotheses nor the zero hypotheses can be accepted
or rejected.
Now that the correlation analysis has been completed it is analyzed how the
character of cooperation has changed since the establishment of the term Industry
4.0 in 2011 until 2016. For this purpose, the data will be analyzed by the
percentage of companies cooperating with various partners in 2010 and 2016. The
results are shown in Figure 2.
The average percentage of companies that cooperated in any form decreased,
contrary to the general view of the literature, by 2.12% from 23.60% to 24.10%
between 2010 and 2016. However, the analysis of cooperation with various
cooperation partners does not show a decline for all forms of cooperation in total.
The largest drop in the percentage of companies that cooperate is seen in the
cooperation with customers (-23.02%), followed by the cooperation with
competitors (-18.68%) and the government (-12.09%). The largest increase in
cooperation was with suppliers, with a percentual increase of only 2.12%.
Cooperation with companies in the enterprise group (-0.69%) and with universities
(+0.77%) hardly changed in total.
After a slight decline in the overall share of companies that cooperate has
been revealed, it is to be shown how the character of cooperation, based on
company size, changed within the years from 2010 to 2016. For this purpose, the
shares of cooperating companies are analyzed within a regression analysis in
relation to company size, based on different cooperation partners. Company size
(ordinal scale) classifying small, medium and large enterprises, is, in accordance to
the practical categorization of the European Commission, expressed in 3 ranks.
The regression analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Correlation Matrix between Analysed Variables

Source: Data based on European Commission 2019 and OECD 2019.
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Figure 2. Share of Companies Cooperating by Different Types of Partners in 2010
and 2016 in Percent

Source: Data based on European Commission 2019 and OECD 2019.

Figure 3. Regression Analysis between Cooperation and Company Size by
Different Partners in 2010 and 2016 (A-G: All Significant)
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The regression analysis between the share of cooperating companies and
company size shows positive regression coefficients for all examined cooperation
partners and the respective years. This indicates that the share of cooperating
companies rises as company size increases.
However, the regression gradients mainly declined between 2010 and 2016,
measured by the standardized coefficients. The standardized regression coefficients
and the percentual changes are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of the Regression Analysis
Value

Any type
of cooperation

Enterprises Suppliers Customers
Competitors
within
of
from
of the same
enterprise equipment,
private
sector
group
etc.
sector

2010
Std.
28.58
28.66
Dev. x
Std.
25.11
24.53
Dev. y
Gradient
0.64
0.68
Intercept
10.02
7.08
Std.
0.73
0.80
Gradient
2016
Std.
28.57
28.40
Dev. x
Std.
25.98
25.40
Dev. Y
Gradient
0.58
0.66
Intercept
15.40
10.10
Std.
0.63
0.74
Gradient
Change between 2010-2016
Change
of std.
-13.13%
-7.67%
gradient

Universities
/high
education
institutions

Government/public
research
institutes

28.58

28.41

28.66

28.32

28.40

25.11

24.53

23.67

24.25

23.67

0.58
13.35

0.55
13.84

0.49
15.36

0.68
5.99

0.57
11.38

0.66

0.64

0.59

0.80

0.68

28.40

28.63

28.66

28.47

28.76

25.40

24.54

24.53

24.82

22.51

0.54
16.32

0.50
17.21

0.46
19.06

0.61
11.88

0.54
12.21

0.60

0.58

0.53

0.70

0.69

-8.28%

-8.75

-10.24%

-12.28%

0.75%

Source: Data based on European Commission 2019 and OECD 2019.
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The changes of the standardized gradients between 2010 and 2016 are
negative on all cooperation partners except a slight positive value for cooperating
with government/public research institutes. These mainly negative standardized
gradients indicate that the share of cooperating SMEs compared to MNEs has
increased stronger. It can thus be observed that the gap between SMEs and MNEs
that cooperate is shrinking. At a reduction in the standardized gradient of 12.28%,
the greatest convergence was achieved in the area of cooperation with universities,
followed by cooperation with competitors (-10.24%) and customers (-8.75%).
With regard to the third research question − the clarification of successful
cooperation strategies and the use of formal IP protection − the correlation analysis
(see Table 1) is used once again.
The correlation analysis shows positive, strongly significant correlation
coefficients between value added per GDP and the share of companies that
cooperated in 2016. This refers to all cooperation partners (lowest Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.373), except for cooperation with competitors, where
no significant correlation can be found. Regarding the correlation between funding
and value added per GDP, no relationship can be established apart from a positive
significance with EU funding (0.277). At the same time, there are highest
significant correlations between value added per GDP and the expenditure on
innovation per GDP (0,604) as well as expenditure on in-house R&D (0.496) and
external R&D per GDP (0.543).
With regard to successful cooperation strategies, a highly significant, positive
correlation between value added per GDP and the share of companies using
patents (0.453) can be observed. The correlation between value added per GDP
and the share of companies using industrial designs is only moderate significant
(0.287), whereas there is no significant correlation between value added per GDP
and the share of companies using trademarks.

Discussion
The characteristics of cooperation in general and in terms of cooperation
partners are relatively unknown, especially for SMEs. The literature on innovation
on the one hand mainly focuses on MNEs and on the other hand Industry 4.0
maturity models hardly give SMEs any consideration and lack a factor for
measuring cooperation and alliances (Hossain 2015, Mittal et al. 2018, West and
Boger 2014). For this reason, an individual approach has been developed that
enables the analysis of cooperation in terms of their characteristics, its changes
over the last years and successful strategies. This framework was applied to
analyze secondary data, whereby correlations between various variables were
found.
Main Results and Relation to Literature Findings
Firstly, MNEs are more cooperative than small companies based on the share
of cooperating companies. Significant, positive correlations between company size
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and the share of companies that cooperate were identified for all examined
cooperation partners (enterprises within the enterprise group, suppliers, customers,
competitors and universities).
This is consistent with the findings of Teirlinck and Spithoven and Van der
Vrande et al. according to which SMEs have a lower degree of cooperation than
MNEs (Teirlinck and Spithoven 2013, Van de Vrande et al. 2009). Batz and
Hossain discuss a possible reason for this in the strategy. SMEs hardly bundle their
internal structures to reduce risks in order to avoid failure in the long run (Batz et
al. 2018, Hossain 2015). Another possible reason could be provided by the study
of Müller et al. of 2017. According to this study, in which SMEs were surveyed,
the greatest challenge of cooperating was identified in the lack of trust in the
cooperation partner (Müller et al. 2017).
However, this finding is surprising in the sense that the broad literature cites
clearly stronger reasons for the benefits of cooperation in innovation for SMEs.
Hence, this stands in contrast to the corresponding lack of resources of SMEs (e.g.
financial assets) and the necessary to engage in cooperation in order to minimise
long-term risks (Donnet et al. 2010, Van der Vrande et al. 2009, Van Wijk et al.
2008). In addition, this conflicts with Van der Vrande et al., according to which a
large internal R&D department is seen as a strategic investment and entry barrier
for competitors wherefore large companies rely more on internal R&D (Van der
Vrande et al. 2009).
Secondly, with an increasing share of companies that cooperate, an increasing
use of formal IP protections can be recognized. This suggests that in the case of
cooperation, companies may be trying to protect its intellectual property.
This is consistent with the study by Müller et al. according to which the lack
of trust is one of the greatest challenges (Müller et al. 2017, Van der Vrande et al.
2009). Furthermore, Andries and Fames state that patenting in companies,
especially SMEs, can be seen as an important strategy to exploit the success of
innovation (Andries and Faems 2013).
In addition, the average share of companies cooperating decreased slightly in
2016 compared to 2010, indicating a marginal increase of protectionism.
Especially the share of companies cooperating with customers, competitors or the
government has decreased overall during this period.
The literatures only provide opposing arguments with regard to this
observation. Hence, this is in direct contrast to Gassmann's observation that the
opening-up of the innovation process is seen as an empirical trend (Gassmann
2006).
At the same time, the share of SMEs that cooperate has increased within the
analyzed time period for all examined cooperation partners except of a
governmental cooperation. This has the effect that the observed gap between small
and large companies that cooperate is shrinking. This applies particularly to the
areas of academic cooperation, cooperation with competitors and customers.
There is a consensus on this with Gassman et al.'s findings that SMEs are
increasingly opening-up their innovation process (Gassmann et al. 2010). This is
supported by the broad literature according to which SMEs, due to the lack of
resources, have increased reasons for engaging in cooperation (Van der Vrande et
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al. 2009, Donnet et al. 2010, Van Wijk et al. 2008). In addition, this also represents
Van de Vrande's argument that internal R&D departments are seen as a strategic
investment and that large companies therefore place more emphasis on internal
R&D (Van der Vrande et al. 2009). It is not surprising, however, that SMEs have
intensified their cooperation especially in the field of academic cooperation.
According to West and Boger, as well as Van de Vrande, universities have already
taken an important place in external knowledge and have a significant impact on
productivity in R&D (Van de Vrande et al. 2009, West and Boger 2014).
Furthermore, companies’ success (based on significant correlation with value
added per GDP) within the analyzed period increased with the share of companies
cooperating (apart from cooperation with competitors) using EU funding, IP
protections (patents or industrial designs) or with expenditure on innovations (inhouse or external R&D).
The studies by Bougrain and Haudeville and Gronum et al., which identified a
positive correlation between innovation efficiency and participation in cooperation
networks, are in line with this result (Gronum et al. 2012, Bougrain and Haudeville
2002). This is also supported by Wadhwa and Rao, according to which companies
can operate highly profitably if they cooperate (Wadhwa and Rao 2003).
Furthermore, Gassmann et al. also proved that open innovation is a way to
increase the profitability of companies (Gassmann et al. 2010). Possible reasons
for this can be seen in the better utilization of capacities and the so increased
productivity (Saniuk and Saniuk 2018).
Nevertheless, this insight is, with regard to profitability, also in conflict with
numerous studies. So, the observation contrasts with Enkel et al., West und Boger
and Müller et al., according to which open innovation leads to higher coordination
and control costs (Enkel et al. 2009, Müller et al. 2017, West and Boger 2014). In
this argument, however, an additional return of cooperating is not considered.
All in all, the survey reveals significant correlations between several analyzed
variables. This development suggests that SMEs will continue to increase their
cooperation intensity in the future. Similar characteristics can be assumed in the
tertiary sector. This assumption is based on Batz et al., according to which
Industry 4.0 leads to the secondary sector increasingly adopting characteristics of
the service sector (e.g. involvement of the customer in product development and
stockless production) (Batz et al. 2018).
Limitations of the Study
However, there are several limitations on the study that need to be mentioned.
Firstly, the analyzed dataset consists of country-specific data. This implicates that
only a transfer of the results to company findings can be concluded.
Another limitation that comes along with the dataset is lying in a restricted
time scope of available data. The study is based on data of the years of 2010 and
2016. However, this dataset represents a large and most up-to-date data in this
context.
Furthermore, the findings of the study are based on the research with respect
on the quantitative engaging in cooperation. The approach only binarily examines
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whether companies engage in cooperation or not. However, the qualitative
character of cooperation, for example the strategic value of cooperation, is not
taken into account.
Moreover, the data on company sizes only show ordinal scale levels, which is
why the correlations only take rank correlations into account when considering
correlation with company size.
Further Research
Based on the findings of the study, in particular due to the above-mentioned
limitations, there are further fields for additional research. Firstly, Kolk et al.
highlights the necessity of hyper-cooperation in ecosystems with numerous
partners due to the increasing market challenges (Kolk et al. 2017). For this
reason, it is not adequate to limit the focus to the binary level of cooperation.
Instead, the quantitative level and the qualitative nature (e.g. regarding the level
and strategic meaning of individual cooperation) should in principle be taken into
account in further research and considered in greater depth.
Furthermore, through the argument of Batz et al., according to which the
secondary sector increasingly adopts the characteristics of the service sector, the
results of the analysis were transferred seamlessly to the tertiary sector (Batz et al.
2018). However, this assumption was not verified and should be checked based on
the framework in an additional examination.
In addition, the ongoing trend of the opening-up of SMEs should continue to
be monitored. This might provide further findings on the opening-up of the
innovation process of companies.

Conclusions
The aim of the study was to determine whether SMEs rely more on
cooperation in product and process innovation than MNEs in the context of the
change to Industry 4.0 or not. In this context a slightly increasing protectionism
can be seen, whereby MNEs so far engage more intensively in cooperation than
SMEs. Furthermore, an opening-up of the innovation process of SMEs can be
observed. At the same time, a significant, positive correlation between cooperation
and the economic success of companies can was revealed.
In this context it cannot easily be expected that there will be a further increase
in protectionism in future. However, it can be expected that SMEs will intensify
their cooperation more strongly in order to compensate their lack of resources.
So, the question now arises as to whether all companies should cooperate in
any way with regard to increasing success? However, it should be expressly
neglected to enter into random cooperation. Rather, it is necessary to weigh up
which strategy is to be adopted in order to strengthen the innovativeness in the
context of the transformation to Industry 4.0 and which strategic alliances seem
appropriate in the individual context.
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Since there are so far no empirical studies on the cooperation between
companies in terms of different cooperation partners, the present study has a high
relevance for future research. The study therefore assumes the role of a
fundamental research allowing more detailed studies to be established. Based on
this study, it is possible to assess and monitor the changing characteristics of
cooperation in the future. In this regard, the identified knowledge gap in the
literature search has been narrowed.
Furthermore, the aim of the study is to raise awareness that companies should
not cooperate at any price. Instead, companies should weigh up which innovation
and cooperation strategy they intend to adopt in the light of Industry 4.0 and which
strategic alliances make sense in this regard in an individual aspect.
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